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Research questions and practical exchange between Knowledge Engineering for intelligent systems and Software Engineering of advanced software programs have been fruitfully discussed over the last years. Many successful examples demonstrate the clear symbiosis between these two research areas.

In 2005 the KESE workshops took place for the first time in Koblenz at the 28th German Conference on Artificial Intelligence (KI-2005). In 2014 the KESE10 workshops was collocated with the 21st European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI 2014) in Prague, Czech Republic on August 19. This year we solicited contributions having the following topics:

- Knowledge and software engineering for the Semantic Web,
- Knowledge and software engineering for Linked Data,
- Ontologies in practical knowledge and software engineering,
- Business systems modeling, design and analysis using KE and SE,
- Practical knowledge representation and discovery techniques in software engineering,
- Context and explanation in intelligent systems,
- Knowledge base management in KE systems,
- Evaluation and verification of KBS,
- Practical tools for KBS engineering,
- Process models in KE applications,
- Software requirements and design for KBS applications,
- Software quality assessment through formal KE models, and
- Declarative, logic-based, including constraint programming approaches in SE.

As from the beginning the workshop series shows a healthy mixture of advanced research papers showing the direction to the next years and practical papers demonstrating the actual applicability of approaches in (industrial) projects and concrete systems. This year six regular, and two short papers were accepted to the workshop. Moreover, two tool presentations were also included. We decided to organize the presentations during the workshop into three topical sessions.

The first session, entitled Knowledge Modeling (Chair: Grzegorz J. Nalepa) included two papers and one tool presentation. Freiberg and Puppe discuss the
use of patterns in engineering of knowledge-based systems. In their tool presentation Furth and Baumeister demonstrate an ontology debugger integrated in a semantic wiki. Hatko et al. apply behaviour-driven development for medical applications.

The second session, entitled *Business Processes in KESE (Chair: Thomas Roth-Berghofer)* included three papers. Nguyen and Le-Thanh discuss semantic aspects of workflows. Bobek et al. present a recommender system for business process design using a Bayesian network. In their paper Sanfilippo et al. provide remarks on an ontological analysis of BPMN.

The third session *Systems and Tools (Chair: Martina Freiberg)* included four papers. Ostermayer et al. presented a custom connector architecture for Prolog and Java. Then Ślażyński et al. shared their experiences in migrating rule inference engines to mobile platforms. In their paper Bach et al. discussed knowledge modeling aspects with the open source tool myCBR. Finally, Kluza et al. presented a new wiki-based tool for SBVR.

The organizers would like to thank all who contributed to the success of the workshop. We thank all authors for submitting papers to the workshop, and we thank the members of the program committee for reviewing and collaboratively discussing the submissions. We would like to thank the Chairmans that supported the KESE Chairs during the event. For the submission and reviewing process we used the EasyChair system, for which the organizers would like to thank all the developers of the system. Last but not least, we would like to thank the organizers of the ECAI2014 conference for hosting the KESE10 workshop.
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Pattern-driven Knowledge Systems Engineering
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Abstract. Despite increasing relevance in research- and industrial contexts, the implementation of knowledge-based systems (KBS) still is a challenging task. We motivate, that patterns—basically a renowned means for providing reusable solutions for similar problems—can drastically leverage development efforts and time. In this paper, we propose a framework for pattern-driven, encompassing KBS development, consisting of: Tailored usability criteria for a clear delimitation of KBS solutions, a basic pattern specification template, and a collection of foundational KBS UI patterns. We further describe practical experiences with the approach, entailing: The reference implementation of several patterns with the tailored development tool ProKEt, their design- and usability-related evaluation, and empirical evidence of applying pattern-driven KBS development in actual projects.

1 Introduction

Despite increasing relevance in research- and industrial contexts, knowledge-based systems (KBS) engineering still denotes a challenging task. In general software engineering, patterns are renowned for describing proven solutions and preventing common pitfalls, thus fostering reuse and strongly leveraging overall development efforts. To date, various pattern collections for general UI- and interaction design are proposed, including [7, 8, 9]; also, many resources are available freely on the web.

In contrast to standard web pages or query forms, KBS do not solely build on strictly predefined question sequences; rather, they characteristically live from follow-up items—flexibly included interview items that become relevant only during the questioning session and based on the concrete user input. Also, KBS often require the prominent integration of additional information for elaborating the knowledge base / interview items more clearly and of (in-place) explanations of the results. This calls for tailored UI and interaction solutions that best support those requirements.

We motivate, that also KBS engineering can strongly profit from fitted patterns that subsume such proven (and optimally evaluated) KBS solutions; this can strongly support and refine requirements engineering, and leverage encompassing KBS development. First steps into that direction have been already taken with regards to the knowledge base, e.g., [6]. As counterpart, we propose tailored
patterns, that capture foundational KBS interaction and UI design solutions regarding various contexts and target objectives; to the best of our knowledge, no similar efforts have been published so far.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce a basic KBS pattern specification framework: A short definition of relevant terms, tailored (usability-related) classification criteria, and a KBS UI pattern specification template. A collection of four framing patterns, that can be fine-tuned into a total of ten pattern variants, is proposed in Section 3. Practical experiences related to pattern-driven KBS development are reported in Section 4, and a summarizing conclusion and promising future work are presented in Section 5.

2 KBS UI Pattern Specification Framework

Before proposing a set of usability-related KBS delimitation criteria in Section 2.1 and sketching a basic pattern specification template in Section 2.2, we clarify some basic terms used in the remaining paper.

Forward- & backward progression: Forward progression starts with an empty solution set; from one or more init questions, such a KBS then questions in all directions, depending on the particularly implemented indication mechanisms. In contrast, a backward progression KBS is initialized with a target solution and poses only those questions that contribute to the final state of that chosen solution.

Multiplex consultation- & clarification KBS: Multiplex consultation KBS use forward progression, whereas clarification KBS base on backward progression. Clarification KBS can further be used with two application focuses: Consultation focussed—i.e., the clarification KBS is started empty, and all contributing questions are posed. Or justification focussed—then, such a system is called for justifying a solution that already has been derived in the preceding session, thus corresponding to an elaborate, interactive solution explanation.

2.1 Tailored, Usability-related KBS Classification Criteria

Today, diverse UI design- and usability guidelines and standards are available, such as Nielsen’s heuristics [5] or the universal design guidelines of Lidwell [4]. However, those typically are defined rather generally as to be applicable for diverse interactive software system types. Due to their specifics as mentioned in the introduction, KBS require more tailored criteria; those then can be used for clearly delimitating their specific characteristics—as, e.g., for the pattern specification in this work—or for rating KBS solutions regarding their quality and usability. We propose eight tailored, usability-related classification criteria as follows:

1. Compactness: How many interview items are presented simultaneously?
2. Comprehensibility: Is support provided for understanding specialist, complex, or ambiguous knowledge base contents (additional explanations, surrounding, contextual questions), and in learning something about the domain?
3. Descriptiveness: Does the KBS suggest how respective questions/answers influence the final result of the session, e.g., by indicating the score (change)?

4. Efficiency: How long does a characteristic session take and how many interview items need to be processed?

5. Explorability (Participation): Are users enabled to deviate from the suggested questioning sequence, are potential expert shortcuts provided?

6. Intuition (usage): Are the applied presentation/interaction forms familiar or otherwise self-descriptive? If not, are particularly novice users supported (instructions, tutorials, examples)?

7. Transparency: Is the current state (i.e., state of questions, results, overall progress) clearly and comprehensibly mediated at any time?

8. Clear Arrangement/Aesthetics: Does the overall design exhibit certain aesthetics, e.g., by using a small number of virtual lines & basic symmetry?

2.2 KBS UI Pattern Specification Template

Table 1 summarizes a basic template for specifying KBS UI patterns in a unified and clear manner. All variations of a base pattern exhibit some similar characteristics, e.g., the core KBS objective. They vary regarding the specific realization of the UI/interaction, the extent of adhering to KBS classification criteria (see Section 2.1), the target users, knowledge specifics, and the imposed consequences. In the following pattern descriptions, we only provide a summarizing template item variations that subsumes specifics regarding the UI/interaction and required knowledge; we further delimitate the differences regarding the classification criteria and the target users in Table 2; consequences, as well as details on the example implementations, are omitted here due to space restrictions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern Section</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem Statement</td>
<td>Specifies the problem, that is solved by this pattern, based on the tailored KBS usability criteria as described in Section 2.1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Describes the general (UI and interaction) solution that all variants of this pattern apply, e.g., the characteristic base interaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variations</td>
<td>Variations of the fundamental pattern, differing regarding: The targeted user types, the specific UI realization, knowledge specifics, consequences, and example implementation details—not elaborated in this paper.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Basic template for specifying fundamental KBS UI patterns.

3 KBS UI Pattern Collection

We propose four basic KBS UI patterns: Questionnaire, Interview, Clarifier, and Clarifier Hybrid, along with variants. In earlier research, we already introduced
three basic interaction categories for KBS, see [1]: there, Adaptive Entry maps to Questionnaire, Guided Entry to Interview, and Autonomous Entry to Clarifier. The patterns basically are intended independent from a specific knowledge representation—in the sense that for the pattern/UI it is irrelevant whether a rule-base or a covering model derives the solution ratings; however, some patterns are favorable regarding specific knowledge characteristics—e.g., CheckList Questionnaire requires all questions to be mappable on a fixed answer set; we included short remarks on such specifics in the variations’ descriptions.

3.1 Questionnaire Pattern

**Problem Statement:** The KBS should *compactly* display a greater part of the KB, offer a *highly transparent UI*, *intuitive usage*, and a certain extent of *explorability*; comprehensibility, is no key requirement for the core UI itself.

**Solution:** Questionnaire KBS resemble paper- or web-based questionnaire forms. Depending on the particular UI style, many to all indicated interview objects are displayed simultaneously and typically ordered in some form of grid-based layout. Questionnaire may suggest (visually), but does not necessarily prescribe, an optimal interrogation sequence and thus fosters explorative usage. A certain comprehensibility can be achieved by adding auxiliaries—such as informative popups with additional explanations for interview items. Per default, Questionnaire uses forward progression, c.f., Section 2

**Variations:** Box-, Daily-, and CheckList Questionnaire.

- **Box Questionnaire** closely adheres to the design of standard questionnaires by using established, familiar question presentation forms—e.g., checkboxes and radio buttons for choice questions, see Figure 1, I; thereby, each question is rendered within a distinct box, resulting in a very regular layout, but some waste of UI space.

- **Daily Questionnaire**, originally inspired by daily newspapers, realizes a more flat, juxtaposed presentation style for questions and answers, c.f., Figure 1, II; therefore, each question along with its answer options is placed in a line, implying a less regular yet more compact layout than the Box variant.

- **CheckList Questionnaire** mirrors paper-based check lists by representing answer options by columns that simply are ticked off, see Figure 1, III. Therefore, all choice questions need to be mappable to a fixed answer set; including further types, e.g., numerical questions, is possible, yet best results regarding efficient interaction and compactness are achieved with choice questions only.

3.2 Interview Base Pattern

**Problem Statement:** The KBS UI should be *highly intuitive* and *easily comprehensible*, thus specifically supporting novice users/domain laymen; in turn, compactness, descriptiveness, efficiency, explorability, as well as UI transparency can be neglected.
Fig. 1: KBS Patterns—examples 1: Box Questionnaire (I) and Daily Questionnaire (II) as implemented in ProKEt, CheckList Questionnaire (III), and Form Add-on Clarifier (IV) as preliminary sketch.
Solution: Interview imitates human conversations by presenting always a single question—or a group of related questions—at a time; additional information are available anytime quickly and easily, e.g., by directly integrating it near to the corresponding interview object. Interview typically prescribes the interrogation sequence in a rather fixed manner. The basic lack of transparency can be alleviated by integrating auxiliaries such as an interview object history—listing the already processed interview items—and a progress information display.

Variations: Strict-, Grouped-, and Hierarchical Interview.

d. Strict Interview displays only a single question at a time together with its additional information, see Figure 2, I. Thus, optimally, the KB should provide suitable auxiliary information for each interview item. Further, a sophisticated indication mechanism is advisable for keeping the possible interrogation paths at solid lengths, especially regarding large KBs.

e. Grouped Interview sequentially displays groups of (optimally topically related) questions or single questions; thus, it is a bit more efficient than Strict Interview, and offers more explorability, as the particular sequence within question groups is not prescribed. The UI uses a similar basic frame as Strict Interview, where Questionnaire variants are used for rendering the groups, c.f., Figure 2, II.

f. Hierarchical Interview offers an interactively navigable tree UI specifically for decision tree knowledge, c.f., [6]. Answer options are presented as width-spanning tree nodes, c.f., Figure 2, III. Clicking on answer nodes induces their expansion by the answer options of the follow up question. Solutions are represented by distinct nodes at the final nesting levels; thus, the tree path from outer nodes to the solution particularly enables users to ‘read’ the justification of a solution from the visual tree structure. Auxiliary information is presented in a dedicated side panel—either on click or by hovering the nodes.

3.3 Clarifier Base Pattern

Problem Statement: Selected single solutions in highly expertise domains should be investigated exclusively and in-depth. The KBS UI should be compact, transparent, descriptive, and offer skill-building ability induced by a high comprehensibility of the contents; users should be enabled to increase efficiency in contributing their personal knowledge, e.g., for using shortcuts regarding the interrogation sequence (explorability/participation). Intuitive usage, in contrast, is no key requirement.

Solution: Clarifier characteristically uses backward knowledge, see Section 2, for investigating only a single issue at a time. Therefore, Clarifier renders the target solution and all contributing questions—i.e., that potentially alter the solution rating in any way—simultaneously and offers means to adapt answers and thus investigate the consequences on the solution.

Variations: Hierarchical Clarifier and Form Add-on Clarifier.
Fig. 2: KBS Patterns—Examples 2: Strict Interview (I), Hierarchical Interview (III), and Hierarchical Clarifier (IV) as implemented in ProKEt, Grouped Interview (II) as preliminary sketch.
Hierarchical Clarifier exhibits its strengths optimally with backward knowledge that is refined over several abstraction levels. It displays question and answers options within one node of its tree-style UI, see Figure 2, IV. The topmost node corresponds to the target solution, and is followed by nodes that correspond to the directly solution-relevant questions. Each question node again can be followed recursively by further question levels where the children denote a more fine-granular partition—one or several questions—of its parent. Thus, users decide whether to answer the more abstract top-level questions; or whether to implicitly answer them by expanding them and processing the children—child answers then are propagated recursively back to the parents.

Form Add-on Clarifier adds minimalistic consultation widgets to static base justification presentation forms, such as finding lists or rule graphs, c.f., Figure 1, IV a&b. Clicking the interview objects in the justification automatically triggers compact (popup) consultation widgets; those contain all answer options for the respective question, potentially also indicating the value that is added to the solution. This allows for interactively adapting answers and thus exploring and clarifying a selected solution based on its general justification view.

3.4 Clarifier Hybrid Pattern

Problem Description: A more intuitively usable and easily comprehensible UI representation for using clarification knowledge is desired.

Solution: Clarifier Hybrids merge intuitive, comprehensible KBS UIs with backward knowledge for supporting especially also novice or laymen users in using clarification KBS. Both Questionnaire and Interview patterns are suitable for using backward knowledge. The base implementation of Clarifier Hybrid then corresponds to the variants described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2; in contrast to that, the targeted backward knowledge is processed, which might—depending on the actually selected UI variant—require some additions to the base UI; for example, widgets for explicitly navigating the hierarchical refinement levels.

Variations: Clarification Interview and Clarification Questionnaire.

3.5 Pattern Variants—Detailed Delimitation

Table 2 summarizes the fine-grained delimitation of the proposed patterns according to the tailored classification criteria, introduced in Section 2.1; the extent of their realization is rated from low (L) to high (H). Further, corresponding target user characteristics for each pattern are specified by classifying the domain-expertise and the frequency of usage. Thus, the delimitation table serves as quick reference which pattern to apply in what context. If, e.g., a KBS solution is requested that is both highly intuitive usable, and—given the appropriate knowledge—highly comprehensible, also and especially for first-time users, then the Strict Interview pattern suits best, c.f., Table 2.
Table 2: KBS UI pattern delimitation according to tailored usability-related KBS classification criteria with extent of their realization—High (H), medium (M), and low (L)—and further, regarding two user characteristics—expertise, and usage frequency.

4 Practical, Pattern-Driven KBS Development

Our practical experiences related to KBS UI patterns encompass: Support of pattern-driven KBS development by the tailored tool ProKEt [3]; a usability assessment of selected pattern reference implementations with ProKEt; and several current projects where KBS patterns/pattern-driven development was beneficial.

4.1 ProKEt: Tool Support for Pattern-driven KBS development

We already introduced ProKEt as a tailored KBS engineering tool that specifically supports template-based development in [3]: By realizing the KBS UI framework through defining highly modular (HTML) templates with varying complexity, that can recursively be assembled into more comprehensive ones. That main mechanism still persists, yet the collection of supported templates and readily available KBS patterns has been extended. Currently supported are Box- and Daily Questionnaire, along with encompassing options for simple property-based fine-tuning—e.g., regarding whether to hide non-indicated items; Strict- and Hierarchical Interview, with an optional interview history and progress bar; a configurable solution panel display for all those variants; and Hierarchical Clarifier, with a tailored add-on information display and a specific solution panel variant.

4.2 Evaluation of Selected KBS UI Patterns

In early 2014, an encompassing evaluation was conducted regarding ProKEt reference implementations of the following KBS UI patterns: Box-/Daily Questionnaire, Strict-/Hierarchical Interview, and Hierarchical Clarifier. Therefore, first
an expert evaluation was conducted by 30 HCI students, using heuristic evaluation according to Nielsen [5] and the cognitive walkthrough technique [10]; the basic goal was to assess the demo implementations regarding their basic quality and usability. Afterwards, in total 248 computer science students participated in a more comparative user study, where certain given problem descriptions were to be solved with each of the tested KBS; there, students were further instructed to fill in a short questionnaire for collecting some basic unified values—e.g., regarding the overall utility of the KBS—and to provide informal feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Item</th>
<th>Daily</th>
<th>Box</th>
<th>HInterv</th>
<th>SInterv</th>
<th>HClari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success Rate (Correctly solved/all cases)</td>
<td>88.71</td>
<td>91.53</td>
<td>27.02</td>
<td>20.16</td>
<td>88.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results of the comparative user study regarding five selected KBS patterns, ratings from 1 (very good) to 6 (very bad). Not explicitly listed are Q2 which concerned the acquired solution (mirrored in the success rate), and Q8 (resolution of the screen).

Table 3 summarizes the questionnaire-based results of the comparative study (rating scale: 1/very good – 6/very bad). The first major finding is a strong correlation between KB quality Q4 and each of KB utility Q1 (0.9968), KBS efficiency Q7 (0.9813), and perceived correctness of the result Q3 (0.9571), correlation coefficient given in parentheses. Further, KB quality Q4 correlates quite strong with the overall KBS success (0.8325); thus overall, the KB quality can be assumed one major influencing factor regarding the overall KBS perception. This in turn explains the bad overall results for both Interview variants, despite their way more positive rating in the expert usability assessment: Both variants used a qualitatively rather unfavorable statistical KB—confirmed strongly also by subjective remarks. Yet, regarding Strict Interview, at least the basic tendency of the expert assessment—which confirmed a highly intuitive overall UI/interaction—was confirmed, see Q6 and Q9.

Box Questionnaire obviously received the best ratings, closely followed by the Daily variant; along with provided subjective remarks this indicates, that the more structured presentation of the Box variant was favored over the compact Daily layout, thereby consenting with the basic expert assessment findings. Apart from underlining this tendency, however, subjective remarks specifically criticized the more space consuming presentation of Box Questionnaire and the general lack of structure in Daily; those comments also revealed more approval
for Daily regarding its ease of use, simplicity, and efficiency. Thus, we suspect an even further increase in the overall rating of Daily in case it is further enhanced regarding its presentation—including, e.g., a clearer distinction of question and answer items, a more prominent highlighting of answered items, and providing overall visual structure by indicating separators between question/answer lines.

Regarding Hierarchical Clarifier, the ratings may seem improvable; yet, this KBS addressed a highly complex KB from the domain of protection against unlawful dismissal, with an equally comprehensive problem description of the dismissal conditions, the correctness of which was to be rated by the KBS. Thus, an utility value of 2.68 and even the more a success rate of 88.31 % are particularly good results in the given context of a highly expertise domain but domain laymen users. Especially the descriptive and transparent style of Hierarchical Clarifier, mirroring the derived question/solution ratings directly in the UI may have supported that result; it most likely fostered the overall trustworthiness Q3 (compared to the Interview variants).

As a general important insight it excelled clearly, that the evaluation of a KBS UI always is inherently coupled with the applied KB and the respective problem to be solved.

4.3 Case Studies with pattern-driven KBS Development

Pattern-driven development along with the tool ProKEt already proved highly beneficial in actual projects. First, we noticed a strong support of the requirements engineering process. In the Mediastinitis project—where a documentation KBS for the structured input of operation data is realized, c.f., [3]—the patterns, and their ProKEt reference implementations, provided a visual and interactive means for gathering the user requirements more precisely and quickly. Thus, it was easy to experiment with several Questionnaire variants—two distinct Box layouts and one Daily layout—and to let the user formulate his requirements based on practically investigating the ProKEt pattern demos.

Another advantage is the fostered reuse of KBS solutions. In the EuraHS project, c.f. also [3], nearly the same constraints and conditions existed as in Mediastinitis. Thus, it was quickly agreed that a similar KBS solution would fit best in that case, too. There, the availability of the Questionnaire reference implementation in ProKEt drastically accelerated the initial setup of a first functional demo system—which was gradually refined, particularly regarding the KB, later, yet the project initiation itself was highly accelerated and eased.

Similarly, in the JuriSearch project, see [2]—aiming at providing clarification consultation modules for diverse legal topics—we could easily experiment with a Hierarchical Clarifier and a (preliminary) hybrid Clarification Interview variant regarding the most suiting solution.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we motivated the benefits of pattern-driven development in the context of KBS. For practical support, we proposed a pattern specification frame-
work, based on tailored KBS (usability) criteria and a pattern template, and we introduced a collection of 10 fundamental KBS UI/interaction patterns. Further, we reported practical experiences with the approach: Using the tailored KBS engineering tool ProKEt for creating reference implementations of the patterns, evaluating five of them regarding their design and usability, and empirical experiences with pattern-driven KBS development from current projects.

Despite denoting an exciting approach for leveraging encompassing KBS development, there are several aspects worth investigating in the future: First, the general extension of the tool ProKEt as to entirely support those patterns that are specified theoretically only so far. Second, a thorough usability- and design-related base evaluation of the not yet assessed patterns. Third, an in-depth inquiry of one assumption that has emerged in the conducted study: That a structural enhancement of Daily Questionnaire may entail even better results compared to Box Questionnaire. Fourth, follow-up studies for investigating patterns in direct comparison for delimitating core characteristics even clearer—e.g., the pure Clarifier variants vs. one or both Clarifier Hybrids. Another goal is the actual application of further selected patterns in current (and potential future) projects; e.g., using Clarification Interview as a first-time user alternative for the Hierarchical Clarifier in the JuriSearch project.
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\textbf{Abstract.} KnowWE is a semantic wiki that provides the possibility to define and maintain ontologies and strong problem-solving knowledge. Recently, the ontology engineering capabilities of KnowWE were significantly extended. As with other ontology engineering tools, the support of ontology debugging during the development of ontologies is the deficient. We present an Ontology Debugger for KnowWE that is based on the delta debugging approach known from Software Engineering. KnowWE already provides possibilities to define test cases to be used with various knowledge representations. While reusing the existing testing capabilities we implemented a debugger that is able to identify failure-inducing statements between two revisions of an ontology.

\section{Introduction}

In software engineering changing requirements and evolving solutions are well-known challenges during the software development process. Agile software development [3] became popular as it tackles these challenges by supporting software engineers with methods based on iterative and incremental development.

In the field of ontology engineering the challenges are similar. It is extremely rare that the development of an ontology is a one-time task. In most cases an ontology is developed continuously and collaboratively. Even though this insight is not new and tool support has improved in recent years, a mature method for agile ontology development still is a vision.

The idea of continuous integration (CI) has been adapted for the development of knowledge systems (cf. Baumeister et al. [1] or Skaf-Molli et al. [14]). CI for knowledge system uses automated integration tests in order to validate a set of modifications. In software engineering the continuous integration is applied by unit and integration tests to mostly manageable sets of changes, which often is sufficient to isolate bugs. In accordance to Vrandečić et al. [16], who adapted the idea of unit testing to ontologies, we consider unit tests for ontologies to be difficult to realize. Additionally in ontology engineering changes can be rather complex, e.g. when large amounts of new instance data is extracted from texts and added automatically to an ontology.
As abandoning a complete change set because of an error is as unrealistic as tracing down the failure cause manually, a method for isolating the fault automatically is necessary. We developed a debugging plugin for the semantic wiki KnowWE that is able to find the failure-inducing parts in a change set. The debugger is based on the Delta Debugging idea for software development proposed by Zeller [18].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the delta debugging approach for ontologies; in Section 3 we present the developed plugin for KnowWE in detail. Section 4 contains a short case study while Section 5 concludes with a discussion and the description of future work.

2 Delta Debugging for Ontologies

2.1 Prerequisites

The proposed Delta Debugging approach assumes that we are able to access different revisions of an ontology. Additionally, we assume that a mechanism for the detection of changes exists. We call the difference between two revisions the set of changes \( C \). The detection can be realized for example by utilizing revision control systems like SVN or Git or by manually calculating the difference between two snapshots of an ontology. Even more sophisticated change detection approaches are possible, like the one proposed by Goncalves et al. [5] for the detection of changes in OWL ontologies on a semantic level.

**Definition 1 (Changes).** Let \( C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \) be the set of changes provided by a change detection mechanism.

**Definition 2 (Revision).** Let \( O_1 \) be the base revision of an ontology and \( O_2 = O_1 \cup C \) a revision of the ontology, where the set of changes \( C \) have been applied.

With respect to a given test one of the revisions has to pass while the other one has to fail a specific test (Axiom 1).

**Definition 3 (Test Function).** A function \( test : O \rightarrow \text{BOOLEAN} \) determines for a given ontology whether it passes (\( TRUE \)) a specified test procedure or not (\( FALSE \)).

**Axiom 1** For a given test function \( test \) and the revisions \( O_1 \) and \( O_2 \) of the ontology \( test(O_1) = TRUE \) and \( test(O_2) = FALSE \) holds.

2.2 Tests for Ontologies

**Test outcome** The Delta Debugging approach we propose is not limited to a certain test procedure as long as it can assert a boolean value as defined in Definition 3 and Axiom 1. In software engineering the outcome of a test can also be undefined. Zeller [18] pointed out three reasons why this can happen:
**Failure 1** Integration: *When a change relies on earlier changes that are not included in the currently focused change set, the change may not be applied.*

**Failure 2** Construction: *When applying all changes a program may have syntactical or semantical errors which avoids the construction of the program.*

**Failure 3** Execution: *A program can not be executed.*

As ontology engineering is basically about adding/removing/changing triples, these failures can hardly occur—at least on the syntactical level. Incorrect statements can usually not be added to a repository and therefore should not detected as a valid/applicable change by the change detection mechanism. Additionally triples do syntactically not depend on other triples and therefore can be added to and removed from a repository independently. Finally ontologies are not executed in the way a program is, what relaxes the execution failure. On the semantical level, however, integration and construction failures are very likely to occur but they do not result in an undefined test outcome, but a failing test—which is the desired behavior.

**Example tests** A test could consider for example the result of a SPARQL query. A concrete implementation could compare the actual query result with an explicitly defined (expected) result. Another realization could use SPARQL’s ASK form.

When dealing with an ontology that makes heavy use of semantics like OWL, a reasoner like Pellet [13] could be utilized in a test to check whether an ontology is consistent and/or satisfiable.

A test does not even have to test the ontology itself, as in task-based ontology evaluation [8] the outcome of the ontology’s target application could be considered. Testing with sample queries for semantic search applications is an example, where a given ontology is expected to provide certain results in an otherwise unchanged semantic search engine.

Regardless of the actual implementation the definition of test cases should be a substantial and integral part of the underlying ontology engineering methodology. We described the TELESUP project [4] that aims for a methodology and tool for ontology development in a self-improving manner and emphasizes on the early formulation of test cases.

### 2.3 The Delta Debugging Algorithm

We propose a delta debugging algorithm (Algorithm 1) for ontologies that is basically a divide-and-conquer algorithm recursively tracing down the faulty parts of an ontology.

The input of the recursive algorithm is the base revision of the ontology $O_1$ that is known to pass the specified test procedure $test$. Additionally the set of changes $C$ between this base revision and the failing revision $O_2$ is provided.
Algorithm 1 The delta debugging algorithm for ontologies.

function DELTADEBUG($O_1$, $C$, test)
    if $C$.length is 1 then
        return $C$
    end if
    $r$ ← {} for all $c_i$ in Divide($C$) do
        $O_t$ ← $O_1$ $\cup$ $c_i$
        if test($O_t$) is FALSE then
            $r$ ← $r$ + DELTADEBUG($O_1$, $c_i$, test)
        end if
    end for
    return $r$
end function

If the considered change set only contains one change then this is the failure-inducing change by definition. Otherwise the helper function DIVIDE slices the set of changes in $i$ new change sets. The function may use heuristics or exploit the semantics of the ontology to divide the initial change set. In the following each change set $c_i$ proposed by the DIVIDE function is applied to the base revision $O_1$ of the ontology. If the resulting revision of the ontology $O_t$ does not pass the specified test procedure, then the change set is recursively examined in order to find the triple responsible for the failure. As more than one recursive call of the DELTADEBUG algorithm can return a non empty set of failure inducing changes, the final result may contain more than one triple.

The shown version of the algorithm returns all changes that applied to the base revision $O_t$ cause the failure. It additionally assumes monotonicity, i.e. a failure occurs as long as the responsible changes are contained in the change set. A more sophisticated handling of interferences will be subject of future work.

3 Implementation

3.1 KnowWE

We have implemented the delta debugging algorithm as an extension of the semantic wiki KnowWE [2]. KnowWE provides the possibility to define and maintain ontologies together with strong problem-solving knowledge. Ontologies can be formulated using the RDF(S) or OWL languages. KnowWE provides different markups for including RDF(S) and OWL: proprietary markups, turtle syntax, and the Manchester syntax. KnowWE compiles ontologies incrementally, i.e. only those parts of an ontology get updated that are affected by a specific change. This is possible as KnowWE’s incremental parsing and compiling mechanism is able to keep track of which markup is responsible for the inclusion of a specific statement. Thus statements can easily be added to or removed from the repository when a specific markup has been changed.
3.2 Change Detection Mechanism

We use a dedicated change log to keep track of all changes applied to an ontology in KnowWE. Each time a change is applied to the repository KnowWE’s event mechanism is used to fire events that inform about the statements that have been added to and removed from the repository. For every change a log entry is created. Listing 1.1 shows an example of log entries, that indicate the removal (line 1) and addition (line 2) of statements at the specified timestamps.

Listing 1.1. Example change log

```
1 -;1401619927398; si:abraham;rdfs:label;Abraham Simpson
2 +;1401619927401; si:abraham;rdfs:label;Abraham Simson
```

The change detection mechanism can now be realized by accessing the log file and asking for the changes between two points in time. The ontology revisions $O_1$ and $O_2$ can be constructed by reverting all changes between a specified start point and the currently running revision of the ontology (HEAD). The set of changes $C$ between these two revisions can be extracted directly from the log file.

3.3 Tests in KnowWE

In order to realize the test function, we have introduced a Java interface called `OntologyDeltaDebuggerTest` which requires implementors to realize the method `boolean execute(Collection<Statement> statements)`.

We have implemented a sample test that checks whether a revision of an ontology is able to provide specified results for a SPARQL query. We exploit the already existing possibilities of KnowWE to formulate and execute labeled SPARQL queries. In the following, we use an exemplary ontology inspired by the comic characters “The Simpsons”.

Listing 1.2. Example for an expected SPARQL result.

```
1 %%SPARQL
2 SELECT ?s
3 WHERE {
4   ?s rdfs:type si:Human;
5   si:gender si:Male;
6   rdfs:label ?name .
7   FILTER regex (str(?name), "Simpson")
8 }
9 @name: maleSimpsons
10 %
12 %%ExpectedSparqlResult
13 |si:abraham
14 |si:homer
15 |si:bart
16 @sparql: maleSimpsons
17 @name: maleSimpsonsExpected
18 %
```

The revision $O_2$ is constructed to check whether Axiom 1 holds.

4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Simpsons
Additionally we use KnowWE’s feature to define expected results for a specified query. This can be done by adding the expected results to a table and referencing a labeled SPARQL query. For the convenient formulation a special markup has been introduced. Listing 1.2 shows an example where si:homer and si:bart are the expected results of the SPARQL query with the label “male-Simpsons”. In order to access the formulated expected results, the markup also gets a label (“maleSimpsonsExpected”). The actual test is instantiated using this label, which allows accessing the expected results as well as the underlying SPARQL query.

3.4 Ontology Debugger

The Delta Debugger for Ontologies is realized by the markup OntologyDebugger that allows for the convenient configuration of the debugger. The configuration is done by specifying the base revision \( O_1 \) using the \code{start} annotation, optionally the revision \( O_2 \) can be specified using the \code{end} annotation. If not specified the current revision of the ontology (HEAD) is considered as \( O_2 \). Using the annotation \code{expected} the label of the expected SPARQL result is defined.

\begin{verbatim}
Listing 1.3. Example for the definition of an Ontology Debugger.

1  %%OntologyDebugger
2  @expected: maleSimpsonsExpected
3  @start: 1401267947599
4  
\end{verbatim}

The so defined ontology debugger instance is rendered like depicted in Figure 1. A tool menu allows the execution of the debugger, a progress bar is used to visualize the running process. The actual implementation of the delta debugging algorithm for ontologies has been realized as \code{LongOperation} that is a feature of KnowWE’s framework architecture, which allows for executing long operations in background without having the user to wait for the result. When the long operation has finished, then the failure-inducing changes are returned and displayed. An error message is rendered instead, if a failure occurs during the execution of the debugger, e.g. because the test is undefined or Axiom 1 does not hold for the specified revisions.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig1.png}
\caption{The ontology debugger in KnowWE.}
\end{figure}
4 Case Study

4.1 The Simpsons Ontology

Fig. 2. An excerpt of the ontology showing the relationships of the Simpson family.

In the following we describe a small case study that illustrates the functionality of the presented ontology debugging extension for KnowWE. Therefore we use an example ontology that has been developed for tutorial purposes and covers various facts of the popular comic television series “The Simpsons”. The ontology contains several classes like Human or Building, as well as properties like parent or owns. Additionally, some instances of the defined classes are included. We do not present the entire ontology but concentrate on some relevant parts.

Figure 2 shows relationships of the Simpsons family, e.g. that Homer (si:homer) is the father (si:father) of Bart (si:bart), Lisa (si:lisa) and Maggie (si:maggie), who are also marked as siblings (si:sibling). The sibling property was initially defined as owl:TransitiveProperty, i.e. a triple that explicitly states that Lisa is sibling of Maggie is not necessary. We have also defined that si:father is a sub-property of si:parent, which has an inverse property si:child. Listing 1.4 describes a SPARQL query for all children of Homer (si:homer) and Marge (si:marge).
Listing 1.4. SPARQL query for the children of Homer and Marge.

```sparql
%%SPARQL
SELECT ?kid
WHERE {
  si:homer si:child ?kid .
}
@name: simpsonsKids
```

An expert on the Simpson family knows that Bart, Lisa and Maggie are the expected result of this query. So this knowledge can be defined in KnowWE as an expected SPARQL result (Listing 1.5), which than can be used as a test case for the ontology.

Listing 1.5. Expected results of the query for the children of Homer and Marge.

```sparql
%%ExpectedSparqlResult
|si: maggie
|si: bart
|si: lisa
@name: simpsonsKidsExpected
@sparql: simpsonsKids
```

Listing 1.6 is another example containing a SPARQL query for all siblings of Maggie (si:maggie) and the definition of the expected result (si:bart and si: lisa).

Listing 1.6. A test case for Maggie’s siblings.

```sparql
%%SPARQL
SELECT ?sibling
WHERE {
  BIND (si:maggie as ?kid).
  FILTER (?kid != ?sibling).
}
@name: maggiesSiblings
```

```sparql
%%ExpectedSparqlResult
|si: bart
|si: lisa
@name: maggiesSiblingsExpected
@sparql: maggiesSiblings
```

For this case study various changes have been applied to the ontology (see Listing 1.7) and broke it finally, i.e. the SPARQL results do not return the expected results: Bart can not be retrieved as sibling of Maggie, and apparently Homer and Marge do not have any children.

Listing 1.7. Changes applied to the Simpsons ontology.

```sparql
-;1401267947600; si:snowball ; rdfs:label ; Snowball
+;1401267947605; si:santas_little_helper ; rdfs:label ; Santa’s little helper@en
+;1401267947605; si:snowball ; rdfs:label ; Snowball II
-;1401283675264; si:child ; owl:inverseOf ;si:parent
+;1401283841549; si:sibling ; rdf:type ; owl:IrreflexiveProperty
+;1401283841552; si:relatedWith ; rdf:type ; owl:SymmetricProperty
-;1401287487640; si:Powerplant ; rdfs:subClassOf ;si:Building
```
In order to find the failure-inducing changes, we have defined two ontology debugger instances that utilize the test cases defined above. Listing 1.8 shows their definitions. Revision 1401267947599 is the base revision $O_1$ for both instances as we know that the queries had been working before we started changing the ontology.

Listing 1.8. Changes applied to the Simpsons ontology.

```java
%% OntologyDebugger
@expected : simpsonsKidsExpected
@start : 1401267947599
%

%% OntologyDebugger
@expected : maggiesSiblingsExpected
@start : 1401267947599
%
```

After manually triggering the debugging process, the ontology debugger instances return the correct results. As depicted in Figure 3 the first ontology debugger instance identified that removing the statement declaring $si:child$ as inverse property of $si:parent$ has caused the failure that the children of Homer and Marge could not be retrieved. The second instance reports that Bart is not identified as sibling of Maggie because the transitivity ($owl:Transitive-Property$) has been removed from the $si:sibling$ property.

![Fig. 3. The result of running the ontology debugger.](image)

We ran the case study on an Apple MacBook with 3 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 8 GB RAM; the example ontology contained 2,518 triples. The ontology debugger returned each result after about 1.2 seconds on.
4.2 Ontology of an Industrial Information System

The ontology debugger was also utilized to trace down a failure-inducing change in an ontology for an industrial information system. The ontology comprises more than 700,000 triples and makes heavy use of OWL2-RL semantics. In this scenario the debugger returned the correct hint for the failure-inducing change after 5 minutes. The manual tracing of the error would have costed many times over the presented automated approach.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented an extension for KnowWE that adds support for ontology debugging by using a divide-and-conquer algorithm to find failure-inducing changes. Our current implementation is working on the syntactical level of an ontology and uses a provided test case in combination with a change detection mechanism and a heuristic for dividing the change set. However, the design of the algorithm and the software allows for the incorporation of more sophisticated methods that may consider semantics to leverage the debugging to a semantic level.

There has already been work on considering semantics for the debugging of ontologies. Schlobach et al. [10] coined the term pinpointing which means reducing a logically incorrect ontology, s.t. a modeling error could be more easily detected by a human expert. They also proposed algorithms that use pinpointing to support the debugging task [11]. Ribeiro et al. [9] proposed the usage of Belief Revision to identify axioms in OWL ontologies that are responsible for inconsistencies. Wang et al. [17] proposed a heuristic approach that considers OWL semantics in order to explain why classes are unsatisfiable. Shchekotykhin et al. [12] proposed an interactive debugging approach to address the problem that in OWL ontologies more than one explanation for an error can exist and additional information is necessary to narrow down the problem. As debugging OWL ontologies is closely related to the justification of entailments the work in this field must also be considered. See for example Horridge et al. [6] or Kalyanpur et al. [7]. However, Stuckenschmidt [15] questions the practical applicability of several debugging approaches of OWL ontologies with respect to scalability and correctness.

While already functional we consider the current implementation of our ontology debugging plugin for KnowWE as early work. For the future we plan several enhancements to the debugger, like the replacement of the change log by a change detection mechanism that is based on standard wiki functionality providing direct access to different revisions of an ontology. As mentioned above we want to improve the handling of interferences, check the monotonicity assumption for different ontology languages and plan to examine the applicability of OWL debugging approaches. As KnowWE also allows for the definition of strong problem-solving knowledge the generalization of the debugger to other knowledge representations will be subject of future work.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an approach for specification and analysis of Computer-Interpretable Clinical Guidelines (CIGs) that was inspired by Behaviour-Driven Development. The expected behaviour of a CIG is specified by requirements in natural language. On the one hand, those requirements are used as design input for guideline development. On the other hand, they can be checked against time-oriented data recorded during testing sessions of the implemented CIG.

1 Introduction

Continuously improving quality and efficiency of health care delivery are major goals in medicine, especially in critical care. Approaches from process engineering that identify, organize and standardize therapeutic workflows have been established to meet these goals. Evidence-based workflows in medicine are called clinical guidelines (CGs). CGs are standardized therapeutic plans that reflect best practices for treating patients within a certain medical scope. The impact of CGs on patient outcome had been investigated and published through several clinical studies, e.g., [5]. A logical next step was the integration of standardized health care processes into medical technology by enabling CGs to be executed by medical devices as Computer-Interpretable Clinical Guidelines (CIGs).

Recently, we demonstrated the applicability of the Semantic Wiki KnowWE for the development of a CIG for automated mechanical ventilation [4]. The visual CIG language DiaFlux [3] was used to implement the guideline logic. However, the described development process lacked a specification of CIG behaviour at an abstract level on which the implementation was based.

The rest of the paper describes an approach to fill this gap: The next section introduces Behaviour-Driven Development (BDD) in Software Engineering. Section 3 shows its applicability in the area of CIGs. A case study in progress is presented in Section 4. The paper concludes with a summary in Section 5.

2 Behaviour-Driven Development

Behaviour-Driven Development (BDD) is an agile Software Engineering (SE) methodology, that conforms to the Test-First principle: Test cases are developed previous to the software system itself. In BDD, executable test cases are directly derived from requirements stated in natural language, by employing a
pattern matching approach. This enables stakeholders to actively participate in
the definition of requirements, which are a fundamental design input for the
system under development.

In contrast to other Test-First approaches (like Test-Driven Development),
BDD focuses on the creation of acceptance tests rather than unit tests. The
former ones assure the acceptance of the system by its users, as the system’s
ability to fulfill their needs with respect to a business value is tested. The latter
ones perform testing on a lower system level by checking individual program
constructs. This has the potential to reduce the number of defects at an early
stage of the software development process.

Scenario: trader is not alerted below threshold
  Given a stock of symbol STK1 at a threshold of 10.0
  When the stock is traded at 5.0
  Then the alert status should be OFF

Scenario: trader is alerted above threshold
  Given a stock of symbol STK1 at a threshold of 10.0
  When the stock is traded at 11.0
  Then the alert status should be ON

Fig. 1: Two scenarios from the stock market domain, expressed in Gherkin.

BDD frameworks exist for several programming languages, e.g. JBehave³
(Java) or RSpec [1] (Ruby). As a commonality, those frameworks offer some kind
of Domain-Specific Language (DSL) for defining scenarios, and a mechanism to
derive executable test code by some sort of pattern matching, usually regular
expressions. One such DSL which is employed in multiple frameworks is called
the Gherkin language [1]. Figure 1 shows an exemplary usage of Gherkin. The
scenarios consist of the following three groups:

- The keyword GIVEN sets up the test environment by creating the specific
  context which is necessary to execute the test.
- Second, the functionality under test is executed (keyword WHEN).
- Lastly, the outcome of the previous step is compared against the expected
  one (keyword THEN).

Each group can contain several steps that are joined together using the key-
word AND. Each step in turn, is backed by a step template (also called support
code), that converts the text into executable program code using regular ex-
pressions, e.g. to extract method parameters. Figure 2 shows the step templates
needed to execute both scenarios shown in Figure 1.

As each step is individually backed by support code, steps can arbitrarily
be combined to create new acceptance tests. Thanks to the comprehensibility
of Gherkin and the use of natural language, scenarios can easily be created also

³ http://jbahave.org
public class TraderSteps {
    private Stock stock;

    @Given("a stock of symbol $sym at a threshold of $thr")
    public void aStock(String sym, double thr) {
        stock = new Stock(sym, thr);
    }

    @When("the stock is traded at $price")
    public void theStockIsTradedAt(double price) {
        stock.tradeAt(price);
    }

    @Then("the alert status should be $stat")
    public void theAlertStatusShouldBe(String stat) {
        ensureThat(stock.getStatus().name(), equalTo(stat));
    }
}

Fig. 2: The according support code for the scenarios in Figure 1, expressed in Java and JBehave.

by non-programmers, e.g. the future users of the software themselves. That way, a ubiquitous language [2] is created, that improves communication between all participants involved in the software development process, e.g., product owner, software engineers, testers, and users.

3 Specification of Clinical Guidelines

In the remainder of this section, we describe an approach for the specification of automated CIGs following the BDD methodology. The CIG behaviour is specified as a set of scenarios expressed in the Gherkin language:

- The GIVEN group of a scenario describes the precondition in terms of the patient’s current state, and possibly also its past progression.
- The expected therapeutic action, i.e. the output of the CIG for the given patient state, is expressed in the WHEN part of the scenario.
- The THEN group contains assumptions about the future (improved) patient state, based on the therapeutic action. As the effects will take some time until they are measurable, usually a temporal annotation is included.

There is a main difference between the SE acceptance tests as described in the previous section and the CIG scenarios. While the former ones are actively preparing the test context and executing the function under test, the latter ones can only “passively” be evaluated on data a patient delivered. The CIG scenarios are interpretable descriptions of patterns that are supposed to occur in patient data, given that the CIG has correctly been implemented based on an error-free specification.

After implementing the CIG based on the defined scenarios, test cases can be recorded, e.g. using a patient simulator [4]. The data consists of time-stamped recordings of the patient state and the according therapy over the course of
the session. Therapeutic actions are changes of the medical device’s settings applied automatically according to the underlying CIG. By checking the scenarios against a test case, two types of errors can be discovered: First, the designated therapeutic action (WHEN-group) may not occur due to a bug in the implementation (“error of omission”), although the current patient state fulfills the precondition of the scenario (GIVEN-group). Second, if the precondition as well as the action of a scenario are met, but not the expected change in the patient’s state, the assumptions about the state may not be correct in the first place. While the first error is most likely rooted in the implementation of the CIG, the second kind of error may arise from an improper specification itself.

4 Case Study

We have implemented an extension for the Semantic Wiki KnowWE that supports the described approach. Each step template consists of a regular expression containing capturing groups enriched by a type system, and a formal condition with the according placeholders. When using step templates, the placeholders are filled with terms from a predefined ontology, that contains the data definitions of the CIG (cf. Figure 3, left side). The ontology is created as the foundation for the fully formalized CIG [4]. Scenarios are expressed by arbitrarily combining steps. If a step can not be matched against a template, an error is reported. This leads to the definition of new templates, incrementally increasing the range of expressible scenarios as needed (cf. Figure 3, right side).

Fig. 3: Two KnowWE wiki pages: The left page contains parts of the data ontology and step templates. The right one contains two scenarios in display and in editing mode. Steps that cannot be matched result in an error.
The results of the scenario analysis with respect to a test case are visualized on an interactive timeline, that can be panned and zoomed, cf. Figure 4. Each band corresponds to exactly one scenario. At each instant of time, an icon represents the result, if the scenario’s precondition is fulfilled: omitted therapeutic action (red warning sign), unfulfilled postcondition (yellow warning sign), and fully satisfied scenario (green checkmark), respectively. The timeline is integrated into KnowWE’s testing framework. Replaying the test case to any instant in time is possible to introspect CIG execution for debugging purposes.

For the evaluation of the presented approach, we are currently working on a case study with a real world CIG and patient data from a previous study conducted at the Department of Anesthesiology and Intensive Care Medicine, University Medical Center Schleswig-Holstein, Campus Kiel [8]. During this study, 150 patients have been automatically weaned from mechanical ventilation by the automatic weaning system SmartCare/PS® [6]. SmartCare/PS is a knowledge-based software option for Dräger’s mechanical ventilators Evita XL and Evita Infinity V500. SmartCare/PS stabilizes the patient’s spontaneous breathing in a respiratory comfort zone, while gradually reducing the inspiratory support of the ventilator until the patient is ready for extubation. The system’s underlying CG is further depicted in [7].

This study does not investigate the usage of the derived specification as a design input. It focuses on the applicability of the approach in terms of usability and expressiveness, and its usage for analysing the test cases regarding the scenarios. The CIG behaviour has been specified using natural language scenarios as described herein. By exploiting strict naming conventions regarding the labeling of related data, e.g. measurements and their corresponding upper and lower limits, only a rather limited set of about 15 step templates needed to be de-
fined. This allows for fast requirements elicitation and also reduces maintenance efforts.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described an approach inspired by Behaviour-Driven Development for specification and analysis of Computer-Interpretable Clinical Guidelines. Requirements stated by medical experts in natural language are used as design input for the development of CIGs and their analysis using test cases. We demonstrated the applicability of Behaviour-Driven Development for CIGs using an extension for the Semantic Wiki KnowWE. Currently, we are conducting a case study focusing on the analysis aspect. A real world CIG and test cases from a real patient study are used for evaluation. So far, the approach has shown its applicability in terms of usability and expressiveness. In the near future, the results of the scenarios will be analysed by medical experts.
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Abstract. Workflow verification has been known as an important aspect of workflow management systems. Many existing approaches concentrate on ensuring the correctness of workflow processes at the syntactic level. However, these approaches are not sufficient to detect errors at the semantic level. This paper contributes to ensure the semantic correctness of workflow processes. First, we propose a formal definition of semantic constraints and an $O(n^3)$-time algorithm for detecting redundant and conflicting constraints. Second, by relying on the CPN Ontology (a representation of Coloured Petri Nets with OWL DL ontology) and sets of semantic constraints, workflow processes are semantically created. And third, we show how to check the semantic correctness of workflow processes with the SPARQL query language.
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1 Introduction

Workflows have drawn an enormous amount of attention from the research community and the industry. Over the years, workflow technology has been applied extensively to the business area. So far, various researchers have focused on process specification techniques [1], [2] and on conceptual models of workflow [3], [4]. However, specifying a real-world business process is mostly manual and is thus prone to human error, resulting in a considerable number of failed projects. Therefore, model quality, correctness and re-usability become very important issues. Although numerous approaches have been already developed to ensure workflow correctness at the syntactic level (e.g., avoiding deadlocks, infinite cycles, etc.). At the semantic level there may exist errors. Recently, few researches focus on checking the semantic conformance of workflow processes.

To check the semantic correctness of a model, we consider semantic constraints as domain specific restrictions on a business process which need to be conformed during the process is executed. Let us take an example: In a process for the Order Management activity, when an order is accepted, an order confirmation must be sent out later; If no order confirmation is scheduled to be sent, or this activity is not done in the right position, a semantic error occurs.
The work in [5] provides a very useful inspiration for our work, but it does not discuss how to formulate semantic constraints and also does not mention about the control-flow perspective in process models. Our objective is to support workflow designers in generating semantically rich workflow processes which allow syntactic and semantic verification. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to ensure the semantic correctness of workflow processes. Our contributions are:

– Giving a formal method to describe a variety of semantic constraints;
– Proposing an algorithm to check redundant and conflicting semantic constraints;
– Developing an ontology for annotating semantic constraints and representing control flow-based business workflow processes based on that ontology;
– Showing how to use the SPARQL query language [6] to check the semantic correctness of workflow processes.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss related work. A short introduction to the CPN Ontology, which is defined to represent Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) with OWL DL, is given in Section 3. Section 4 proposes a formal definition of semantic constraints for business processes. An algorithm used for checking redundant and conflicting semantic constraints is presented. We then develop a semantic conformance-oriented ontology. In Section 5, we present the creation of correspondences between those two ontologies to develop workflow processes. These workflows enable designers to check their semantic correctness. Five semantic verification issues of a workflow process are introduced in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper with an outlook on the future research.

2 Related Work

Today, software systems that automate business processes have become more and more advanced. Various researchers have paid attention to the problem of ensuring the correctness of process models. Many methods have been done in workflow verification. Most of them focus on the control-flow perspective, such as [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] to prevent errors (e.g., avoiding deadlocks, infinite cycles) at the syntactic level. Nevertheless, they check mainly the conformance of a workflow process based on the principle that if the constraints on data and control flow are met during execution, the workflow is correct.

Recently, a number of researches have grown beyond the scope of pure control-flow verification. Some approaches analyze the final state of the whole workflow [12] or consider running processes [13], [14], [15]. In [13], semantic constraints are defined over processes which are used to detect semantic conflicts caused by violation only of dependency and mutual exclusion constraints. They presented techniques to ensure semantic correctness for single and concurrent changes at process instance level. With regard to ontological approaches, aspects of semantic correctness are considered in few researches, such as [5], [16], [17]. The approach of [17] requires both the annotation of preconditions and effects to
ensure the models are semantically correct. In [5], the SPARQL query language is used to check the semantic correctness of ontology-based process representations. Individual model elements were annotated with concepts of a formal ontology, and constraints were formalized as SPARQL queries. However, these approaches depend on the availability of an ontology and a bulky annotation of process models.

We know that the ontology-based approach for modelling business process is not a new idea. There are some works made efforts to build business workflow ontologies, such as [18], [4], [19] to support (semi-)automatic system collaboration, provide machine-readable definitions of concepts and interpretable format. However, the issue that relates to workflow verification at the syntactic level is not mentioned. By extending the state-of-the-art, we use the Web Ontology Language to define the CPN Ontology for representing CPNs with OWL DL ontology and the semantic conformance-oriented ontology. Our ontological approach enables to create high quality and semantically rich workflow processes.

3 Representation of Coloured Petri Nets with OWL DL ontology

In this Section, we introduce the CPN Ontology [20] defined for business processes modelled with CPNs. The purpose is to ensure the syntactic correctness of workflow processes and to facilitate business process models easy to be shared and reused.

On one hand, Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) [21] have been developed into a full-fledged language for the design, specification, simulation, validation and implementation of large software systems. Consequently, modelling business processes with CPNs supports workflow designers easy to verify the syntactic correctness of workflow processes [8]. On the other hand, OWL DL [22], which stands for OWL Description Logic, is equivalent to Description Logic $\text{SHOIN(D)}$. OWL DL supports all OWL language constructs with restrictions (e.g., type separation) and provides maximum expressiveness while keeping always computational completeness and decidability. Therefore, we choose OWL DL language to represent the CPN Ontology. We believe that the combination of CPNs and OWL DL provides not only semantically rich business process definitions but also machine-processable ones. Figure 1 depicts the core concepts of the CPN ontology.

The CPN Ontology comprises the concepts: CPNOnt defined for all possible CPNs; Place defined for all places; Transition defined for all transitions; InputArc defined for all directed arcs from places to transitions; OutputArc defined for all directed arcs from transitions to places; Token defined for all tokens inside places (We consider the case of one place containing no more than one token at one time); GuardFunction defined for all transition expressions; CtrlNode defined for occurrence condition in control nodes; ActNode defined for occurrence activity in activity nodes, Delete and Insert defined for all expressions in input arcs and output arcs, respectively; Attribute defined for all
attributes of individuals); \( \text{Value} \) defined for all subsets of \( I_1 \times I_2 \times \ldots \times I_n \) where \( I_i \) is a set of individuals.

Properties between the concepts in the CPN Ontology are also specified in Figure 1. For example, the concept \( CPNOnt \) is defined with three properties, including \( \text{hasPlace} \), \( \text{hasTrans} \) and \( \text{hasArc} \). It can be glossed as ‘The class \( CPNOnt \) is defined as the intersection of: (i) any class having at least one property \( \text{hasPlace} \) whose value is restricted to the class \( \text{Place} \) and; (ii) any class having at least one property \( \text{hasTransition} \) whose value is restricted to the class \( \text{Transition} \) and; (iii) any class having at least one property \( \text{hasArc} \) whose value is either restricted to the class \( \text{InputArc} \) or the class \( \text{OutputArc} \).’

4 Semantic Constraints for Business Processes

As mentioned previously, our work aims at representing workflow processes modelled with CPNs in a knowledge base. Therefore, in this Section, we focus on ensuring their quality by guaranteeing their semantic correctness.

4.1 Definition of Semantic Constraints

By taking account domain experts in support of modellers at build time, a set of semantic constraints is specified, which then is used to develop a corresponding workflow. According to [13], there are two fundamental kinds of semantic constraints, including mutual exclusion constraints and dependency constraints. For interdependent tasks, e.g., the presence of task A indicates that task B must be included, however, task B can be executed while task A is absence. In fact, there may exist tasks that are coexistent. This refers to the coexistence constraints. Consequently, we propose three basic types: mutual exclusion constraints, dependency constraints and coexistence constraints.
Definition 1 (Semantic Constraint).

Let $T$ be a set of tasks. A semantic constraint:

$$c = (\text{constraintType}, \text{appliedTask}, \text{relatedTask}, \text{order}, \text{description}, [\text{Equivalence}])$$

where:

- $\text{constraintType} \in \{mExclusion, \text{dependency}, \text{coexistence}\}$;
- $\text{appliedTask} \in T$;
- $\text{relatedTask} \in T$;
- $\text{order} \in \{\text{before, after, concurrence, notSpecified}\}$;
- $\text{description}$ is an annotation of the constraint;
- $\text{Equivalence}$ is a set of tasks which are equivalent to task $\text{appliedTask}$.

In Definition 1, the first parameter $\text{constraintType}$ denotes the type of a semantic constraint. Each value of $\text{constraintType}$ refers to the relationship between the executions of the source task denoted by the second parameter $\text{appliedTask}$ and the target task denoted by the third parameter $\text{relatedTask}$. Parameter $\text{order}$ specifies the order between the source and target tasks in a process model. The first four parameters are very important when defining a semantic constraint. The fifth parameter, $\text{description}$, is used for describing the constraint. $\text{Equivalence}$ is an optional parameter, which contains a set of tasks (if any) being equivalent to the source task.

Let us continue the example of a process for the Order Management activity. The process is determined as follows: After receiving an order, two tasks have to do in parallel are authenticate client and check availability. If both of these tasks result “true”, the order is accepted and an order confirmation is sent out. Otherwise, an order refusal is sent out. Some semantic constraints of the process are formed as follows:

$c_1 = (\text{dependency, authenticate client, receive request, before, receiving an order has to be performed before authenticating client, authenticate purchaser})$;
$c_2 = (\text{dependency, check availability, receive request, before, receiving an order has to be performed before checking availability})$;
$c_3 = (\text{coexistence, authenticate client, check availability, concurrence, client authentication and checking availability are performed in parallel})$;
$c_4 = (\text{dependency, evaluate results, authenticate client, before, evaluating the results obtained from the relevant departments})$;
$c_5 = (\text{dependency, evaluate results, receive request, before, receiving an order has to be performed before evaluating results related to the order})$
4.2 Checking implicit, redundant and conflicting semantic constraints

A workflow process is designed based upon the specified semantic constraints. However, when defining those constraints, there may occur implicit, redundant or conflicting semantic constraints.

Note that a combination of two or more constraints can constitute some new constraints. This is demonstrated by the order parameter in Definition 1. As mentioned above, this parameter indicates the execution order of a source task and a target task. Consider \( T_1, T_2, T_3 \), instances of tasks, we identify the following properties which are associative, symmetric, transitive and/or commutative presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Association</td>
<td>(1) ((T_1 \text{ concurrence } T_2) \text{ concurrence } T_3 = T_1 \text{ concurrence } (T_2 \text{ concurrence } T_3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) ((T_1 \text{ notSpecified } T_2) \text{ notSpecified } T_3 = T_1 \text{ notSpecified } (T_2 \text{ notSpecified } T_3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetrization</td>
<td>(1) (T_1 \text{ before } T_2 = T_2 \text{ after } T_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) (T_1 \text{ before } T_2, T_2 \text{ before } T_3 \rightarrow T_1 \text{ before } T_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3) (T_1 \text{ after } T_2, T_2 \text{ after } T_3 \rightarrow T_1 \text{ after } T_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitivity</td>
<td>(4) (T_1 \text{ concurrence } T_2, T_1 \text{ before } T_3 \rightarrow T_2 \text{ before } T_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5) (T_1 \text{ concurrence } T_2, T_1 \text{ after } T_3 \rightarrow T_2 \text{ after } T_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commutativity</td>
<td>(1) (T_1 \text{ concurrence } T_2 = T_2 \text{ concurrence } T_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2) (T_1 \text{ notSpecified } T_2 = T_2 \text{ notSpecified } T_1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These properties are used for inferring implicit semantic constraints. As a result, detecting implicit constraints plays a crucial role in the elimination of redundant constraints. In addition, conflicting constraints will lead to undesirable results. Therefore, it is necessary to resolve them before they can be applied.

Let us consider three constraints presented in Subsection 4.1, including \( c_1, c_4 \) and \( c_5 \). According to transitivity property (1) in Table 1, a new constraint, named \( c_{1..4} \), can be inferred from constraints \( c_1 \) and \( c_4 \), where:

\[c_{1..4} = \{ \text{dependency, evaluate results, receive request, before, receiving an order has to be performed before authenticating client and evaluating the results obtained from the relevant departments} \}\]

Comparing constraint \( c_{1..4} \) to constraint \( c_5 \), their first four values are the same, hence constraint \( c_5 \) is redundant. As a result, constraint \( c_5 \) has to be removed.

Because of the different complexity of each semantic constraint set, we need an algorithm to resolve issues related to redundancy and conflict semantic constraints. The procedure for validating the constraint set will stop as soon as it
detects a couple of conflicting constraints and a message is generated to notify the user. In addition, if there exist any redundant constraints, they will be removed. In our algorithm in Figure 2, the boolean function conflict is used for checking the conflict between two constraints, e.g., it returns true if they are conflicting, otherwise, it returns false. The function infer is used for inferring implicit constraints. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(n^3) where n is the number of semantic constraints. To provide a representation of semantic

\begin{verbatim}
Input: Initial semantic set vector C
Output: Sound semantic constraint set vector C
SCValidation (C: Semantic_Constrait_Set)
1:  { n = C.size;
2:  For (i = 1; i<=n-1; i++)
3:    For (j = i+1; j<=n; j++)
4:      If (conflict(C[i],C[j]))
5:        { Print ‘‘Constraint C[i] conflicts with constraint C[j]’’;
6:          Break ; }
7:      Else If (!empty(infer(C[i],C[j])))
8:        //If there exists an implicit constraint
9:          { cij = infer(C[i],C[j]);
10:            For (k = j+1; k<=n; k++)
11:              If (conflict(cij,C[k]))
12:                { Print ‘‘The implicit constraint inferred from C[i] and C[j] conflicts with constraint C[k]’’ ;
13:                  Break ; }
14:            }
15:        Else If (compare(cij,C[k]))
16:          { C.Remove(C[k]) ; //Remove redundant constraint C[k]}
17:      }
18:   }
\end{verbatim}

Fig. 2: Algorithm for validating the semantic constraint set

constraints related to process elements, in next Subsection, we will describe an approach for constructing a semantic conformance-oriented ontology.

4.3 Development of a Semantic conformance-oriented Ontology

Our work aims at representing processes modelled with CPNs in a knowledge base. Therefore, to provide a representation of semantic constraints related to process elements, we develop an approach for constructing a new ontology. This ontology is oriented to semantic conformance checking in workflow processes. We focus on formalizing the concepts/relations corresponding to the knowledge that is required by model elements.

The following keystones to transform a set of semantic constraints into an OWL DL ontology:

- Each semantic constraint c is mapped to an instance of owl:Class.
• appliedTask and relatedTask are mapped to two instances of owl : Class.
The rdfs : subClassOf property is used to state that these classes is a subclass of the constraint class.
• Each value of constraintType or order is defined as an instance of the built-in OWL class owl : ObjectProperty.
• description is defined as an instance of the built-in OWL class owl : Datatype Property.
• Each value in the set Equivalence is mapped to an instance of owl : Class.
The built-in property owl : equivalentClass is used to link every class description of these classes to the class description of appliedTask.

In the upcoming Section, we will discuss about the integration of a semantic conformance-oriented ontology (domain knowledge) and the CPN Ontology to create workflow processes.

5 Creation of Correspondences Between Ontologies

We rely on ontology mapping techniques for matching semantics between ontologies, i.e., the CPN Ontology and Domain Ontology (a semantic conformance-oriented ontology). In our case, the articulation of two ontologies are used not only for creating semantically workflow processes, but also for verifying their correctness.

We now define our use of the term “mapping”: Consider two ontologies, $O_1$ and $O_2$. Mapping of one ontology with another is defined as bringing ontologies into mutual agreement in order to make them consistent and coherent. It means that for a concept or a relation in ontology $O_1$, we try to find the same intended meaning in ontology $O_2$; For an instance in ontology $O_1$, we find the same instance in ontology $O_2$.

Definition 2 (Mapping related to the before property).
We define a mapping for all instances $I_C$ of a semantic constraint in which the order between the instance of class appliedTask, named $task_a$, and the instance of class relatedTask, named $task_b$, is indicated by the object property before. The type of instance $I_C$ is either dependency or coexistence. A set of correspondences is determined as follows:

• Each instance of class appliedTask or relatedTask is mapped into an instance of class Transition (expressing activity node).
• There exists a firing sequence $t_1t_2\ldots t_n$, where $t_1, t_n$ are the instances of class Transition corresponding to instances $task_a$ and $task_b$ respectively, $t_a = t_1$, $t_b = t_n$ $n \geq 2$.

Definition 3 (Mapping related to the concurrence property).
We define a mapping for all instances $I_C$ of a semantic constraint in which the order between the instance of class appliedTask, named $task_a$, and the instance of class relatedTask, named $task_b$, is indicated by the object property concurrence. The type of instance $I_C$ is coexistence. A set of correspondences is determined as follows:
• Each instance of class appliedTask or relatedTask is mapped into an instance of class Transition (expressing activity node).
• Two instances of class transitions which correspond to instance task\textsubscript{a} and instance task\textsubscript{b} can be enabled at the same time.

It is important to underline that object property before is the symmetrical property of object property after. Consequently, we do not define a mapping related to the after property.

By continuing the process schema for the order management activity in Section 4, Figure 3 shows the mapping of some instances between two ontologies, CPN Ontology and Semantic Conformance-oriented Ontology.

![Fig. 3: An example of ontology mapping (excerpt)](image_url)

We have introduced the formal definition of semantic constraints and illustrated how to model a workflow process with CPNs based on specified semantic
constraints. Note that concrete workflow processes are represented in RDF syntax. Moreover, to develop or modify a workflow process, manipulation operations [20] (e.g., inserting a new element) are required. Therefore, it is necessary to verify workflow processes at design time before they are put into use.

6 Semantic Verification Issues

By using the algorithm presented in Section 4, the sets of specified semantic constraints are checked redundant and conflicting. Hence, we here pay attention to the research question relating to semantic verification: Is the behavior of the individual activities satisfied and conformed with the control flow? To answer this question, we address the following semantic verification issues:

- Are there activities whose occurrences are mutual exclusion, but that may be executed in parallel or in sequence?
- Are there activities whose executions are interdependent, but that may be carried out in choice or in parallel?
- Are there activities whose occurrences are coexistent, but that may be executed in choice?
- Are there any couples of activities whose order executions are defined as one before the other, but that may be executed in the opposite?
- Are there any couples of activities whose order executions are defined as one after the other, but that may be executed in the opposite order?

Because concrete workflows are stored in RDF syntax, we rely on the CORESE [23] semantic search engine for answering SPARQL queries asked against an RDF knowledge base. We initiate SPARQL queries to verify whether workflow processes contain semantic errors or not. SELECT query form is chosen for this work. After a SELECT keyword, the variables are listed that contain the return values. And in the WHERE clause, one or more graph patterns can be specified to describe the desired result.

The following query\(^1\) relating to the third verification issue is used to query if the model contains 'any pairs of activities whose occurrences are coexistence but that may be executed in choice'. The properties \(h: coexistence\) and \(h: concurrence\) defined in the first ontology indicate the semantic constraint between activities \(?t1\) and \(?t2\). On the other hand, the other properties defined in the second ontology which represent these activities restricted to the control flow perspective. By applying this query to the workflow example depicted in Figure 3, the result is empty.

The sample query does not only demonstrate that the SPARQL query language is able to check the semantic correctness of workflow processes, but also the usage of terminological background knowledge provided by the semantic conformance-oriented ontology and CPN Ontology.

\(^1\) The prefix is assumed as:

```
PREFIX h:< http://www.semanticweb.org/CPNWF# >
```
Moreover, by representing CPNs-based business processes with OWL DL ontology we can also verify the soundness of models. This means that we can check syntactic errors (for example, deadlocks, infinite cycles and missing synchronization, etc.) by the SPARQL query language.

```
SELECT ?t1 ?t2 WHERE
{
?t1 rdf:type h:Transition
?t2 rdf:type h:Transition
?t3 rdf:type h:Xor-split
?t4 rdf:type h:Xor-join
?t1 h:coexistence ?t2
?t2 h:concurrence ?t1
?t3 h:connectsPlace/h:connectsTrans ?t1
?t3 h:connectsPlace/h:connectsTrans ?t2
?t4 h:connectsPlace/h:connectsTrans ?t4
?t2 h:connectsPlace/h:connectsTrans ?t4
FILTER (?t1!=?t2)
}
```

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a formal method for describing semantic constraints that are used to generate workflow processes. First, we propose a formal definition of semantic constraints. Then we describe an algorithm for detecting redundant and conflicting semantic constraints. To integrate the domain knowledge used for annotating the process elements, we develop a semantic conformance-oriented ontology. This ontology is then matched with the CPN Ontology (a representation of CPNs with OWL DL). The mapping is to enable workflow processes which can be verified at the semantic level and also syntactic level. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the SPARQL query language is able to check the correctness of concrete workflow processes represented in RDF syntax. This ensures error-free workflow processes at build-time.

We know that verifying workflow processes at build-time is not enough to guarantee workflows can be executed correctly. The correctness of workflow execution must also be checked. Therefore, in future work, we plan to develop a run-time environment for validating concrete workflows.
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Abstract Formalized process models help to handle, design and store processes in a form understandable for the designers and users. As model repositories often contain similar or related models, they should be used when modelling new processes in a form of automated recommendations. It is important, as designers prefer to receive and use suggestions during the modelling process. Recommendations make modelling faster and less error-prone because a set of good models is automatically used to help the designer. In this paper, we describe and evaluate a method that uses Bayesian Networks and configurable models for recommendation purposes in process modelling. The practical integration of the recommendation module with a Activity Modeller tool is also presented.

1 Introduction

Processes are one of the most popular methods for modelling flow of information and/or control within a sequence of activities, actions or tasks. Among many notations that allow to define and build business process diagrams, the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [1] is currently considered as a standard. BPMN is a set of graphical elements denoting such constructs as activities, splits and joins, events etc. These elements can be connected using control flow and provide a visual description of process logic [2]. Thus, a visual model is easier to understand than textual description and helps to manage software complexity [3].

Several visual editors were developed to support design of business processes in BPMN, one of which is Activity Modeller 1. It is a web modeller component that is available as part of the Activiti Explorer web application. The Modeller is a fork of the Signavio Core Components project 2. The goal of the Activiti Modeller is to support all the BPMN elements and extension supported by the Activiti Engine – a Java process engine that runs BPMN 2 processes natively.

Although visual editors like Activity provide support for building and executing business processes, this support does not include design recommendations. By recommendation we mean suggestions that the system can give to the designer to improve the design process both in terms of quality and time.

* The paper is supported by the Prosecco project.
1 See http://activiti.org/
2 See http://www.signavio.com/
Three different types of recommendations can be distinguished depending on the subject of recommendation process [4]. These types are:

- structural recommendations – that allows to suggest structural elements of the BP diagram, like tasks, events, etc,
- textual recommendations – that are used to allow suggestions of names of elements, guard conditions, etc.
- attachment recommendations – that allows to recommend attachments to the BP in a form of decision tables, links, service tasks, etc.

In this paper we focus on structural recommendation, that allows for automated generation of suggestions for the next (forward recommendation), previous (backward recommendation) or missing elements (autocompletion) of the designed BP. Such recommendations improves time needed to build new business process and prevents user from making most common mistakes. What is more, such suggestions allow the designer to interactively learn best practices in designing BPMN diagrams as this practices are encoded into the recommendation model.

In this paper we present the implementation and evaluation of the method for structural recommendation of business processes that uses Bayesian networks and configurable processes. The work presented in this paper is part of the Prosecco project\(^3\). The objective of the project is to provide tools supporting the management of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) by the introduction of methods for declarative specification of business process models and their semantics. The work described in this article is a continuation of our previous research presented in [5].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 related work is presented and motivation for our research was stated. Section 3 describes briefly the recommendation method developed. A prototype implementation of the recommendation module, and its integration with Activity Modeller in Section 4. This section provides also an evaluation of the method on a real-case scenario. Section 5 provides summary of the research and open issues that are planned to be solved in a future work.

2 Related work and motivation

As empirical studies have proven that users prefer to receive and use suggestions during modelling processes [6], several approaches to recommendations in BP modelling have been developed. They are based on different factors such as labels of elements, current progress of modelling process, or additional pieces of information like process descriptions or annotations.

Among attachment recommendations, support with finding appropriate services was proposed by Born et al. [7] and Nguyen et al. [8]. Such a recommendation mechanism can take advantage of context specified by the process fragment [8] or historical data [9]. Approaches that recommend textual pieces of information, such as names of tasks, were proposed by Leopold et al. [10] and extended in [11].

In the case of structural recommendations, Kopp et al. [12] showed how to autocomplete BPMN fragments in order to enable its verification. Although this approach

---

\(^3\) See http://prosecco.agh.edu.pl
does not require any additional information, it is very limited in the case of recommendations. The more useful existing algorithms are based on graph grammars for process models [13,14], process descriptions [15], automatic tagging mechanism [16,6], annotations of process tasks [17] or context matching [18].

Case-based reasoning for workflow adaptation was discussed in [19]. It allows for structural adaptations of workflow instances at build time or at run time, and supports the designer in performing such adaptations by an automated method based on the adaptation episodes from the past.

The work presented in this paper is a continuation of our previous research presented in [5]. We use Bayesian networks (BN) for recommendation purposes. In this approach a BN is created and learned based on a configurable business process. The motivation for the current work was to evaluate the methods developed in previous research. Therefore this paper focuses on the issues of matching Bayesian network to business processes to allow probabilistic recommendation queries. The BN learning was presented in our previous work and is beyond the scope of this paper. For the eval-
ution environment we decided to use Activity Modeller \(^4\), which is part of one of the most widely used software bundle for designing and executing BPMN models.

In the following section we present a short overview of the recommendation method, that uses BN for structural recommendations. It also describes an algorithm for mapping BPMN process elements to random variables of Bayesian network.

3 Bayesian network based recommendations

Bayesian Network \([20]\) is an acyclic graph that represents dependencies between random variables and provide graphical representation of the probabilistic model. This representation serves as the basis for compactly encoding a complex probability distribution over a high-dimensional space \([21]\).

In the subject of structural recommendations with BN approach, the random variables are BP structural elements (tasks, events, gates, etc). Connections between the random variables are obtained from the configurable process, that captures similarities between two or more BP models and encapsulates them within one meta-model. For the configuration model example, see Figure 1.

The transformation from a configurable model to a BN model is straightforward. Each node in a configurable process has to be modeled as a random variable in BN. Therefore, each node in a configurable process is translated into a node in the network. The flow that is modeled by configurable process represents dependencies between nodes. These dependencies also can be translated directly to the BN model (See Figure 2).

The BN network obtained from the configurable model encodes just the structure of the process. To allow querying the network for the recommendations it is necessary to train it. The comprehensive list and comparison of them can be found in \([22]\). For the purpose of this paper, we use the Expectation Maximization algorithm to perform Bayesian network training. The software we used to model and train our network is called Samiam\(^5\). The training data was a configurable process serialized to a CSV file. Each column in the file represents a node in configurable process, whereas each row represents a separate process model that was used to create the former.

3.1 Querying the model for recommendations

We defined three different structural recommendation modes that include forward recommendations, backward recommendation and autocompletion \([5]\). So far we successfully implemented and evaluated forward recommendations that allows for automated generation of suggestions for the next element of the designed BP. Although the backward recommendations and autocompletion scenarios are not presented in the paper, the overall algorithm remains the same for all three scenarios. The difference between them lays on the implementation rather than conceptual level, and therefore they were skipped for the sake of clarity and simplicity. In this section we describe details of the aforementioned forward recommendation algorithm.

\(^4\) [http://activiti.org](http://activiti.org)

\(^5\) See: [http://reasoning.cs.ucla.edu/samiam](http://reasoning.cs.ucla.edu/samiam)
Figure 2. Bayesian Network representing the configurable process from Figure 1

Figure 3 describes a possible query for forward recommendation. The red circle denotes observed states (so called evidence) that represents BPMN elements that were already included by the designed in the model. In the case presented in the Figure 3, the only observed evidence is a Start element. The remaining circles denotes possible configuration of BPMN blocks with probabilities assigned to them. For instance probability, that the block Perform market analysis will be present in the model is 25%.

The forward recommendation algorithm will scan the Bayesian network starting from the last observed block in a topological order, and return three blocks with the probabilities of presence in the model greater than 50%. The most challenging task in this algorithm was mapping the nodes from BPMN process to nodes in Bayesian network. This was particularly difficult because the BPMN elements are identified by the unique IDs that are different every time a new process is created.

Figure 3. Forward recommendations of the process for the model presented in Fig. 2
Therefore, we distinguished several possible paths for matching the BN model to the process that is designed:

- graph-based metrics, that allows to compare structures of two networks and identify areas that may correspond to the same elements [23],
- text-based metrics, that allows to compare elements based on their labels [24], and
- semantic-based comparisons, that provides more advanced matching based on the elements labels, taking into consideration semantics of the labels [25].

Because the recommendation module should work in a real-time, we decided to use the second approach which is more efficient comparing to graph-based approaches and requires less implementation effort than the third option. This choice was motivated also by the fact that BPMN elements usually have very informative labels and hence, the text comparison should give good results. As the metric for comparing nodes labels, a Levenshtein distance [26] was used. Mathematically, the Levenshtein distance between two strings $a, b$ is given by the equation 1, where where $1_{(a_i \neq b_j)}$ is the indicator function equal to 0 when $a_i = b_j$ and equal to 1 otherwise.

$$
\text{lev}_{a,b}(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
\max(i, j) & \text{if } \min(i, j) = 0, \\
\min \begin{cases} 
\text{lev}_{a,b}(i - 1, j) + 1 \\
\text{lev}_{a,b}(i, j - 1) + 1 \\
\text{lev}_{a,b}(i - 1, j - 1) + 1_{(a_i \neq b_j)} 
\end{cases} & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases}
$$ (1)

Such text-based matching performs well until two or more nodes have similar or the same labels. For instance in Figure 1 there are four And nodes and two Make settlements nodes. Hence, when the user puts the block with a label And, the recommendation algorithm has to decide to which of the blocks in the Bayesian network it corresponds. This is performed by the neighborhood scanning algorithm.

The algorithm performs a breadth-first search on the currently designed model, and try to match the neighborhood of the node from BPMN diagram to the neighborhoods of the ambiguous nodes in the Bayesian networks. The node from the Bayesian network which neighborhood matches the most of the nodes from BPMN diagram is chosen. For instance in the example from Figure 3, the user choses to include the And gateway in the diagram. The recommendation algorithm has to decide which And node from the Bayesian network presented in the Figure 2 should be treated as a reference point for the next recommendation. Because in the BPMN diagram the neighborhood of the And node is just one element called Start, the neighborhood scanning algorithm will search in the BN for the And node with a Start element as a neighbor. If the ambiguity cannot be resolved by the first level neighborhood scanning, the algorithm continues the process in a breath-search manner.

The following section presents details of the implementation of the recommendation module and presents brief evaluation of the approach.
4 Activity recommender

In [5] the process of transforming a configurable process into a Bayesian Network is performed manually. In order to automate this process 3 auxiliary modules have been implemented.

The first module is the converter, which creates a Bayesian Network file from a BPMN file. The second module generates a training data file based on the information about each block’s occurrence in each of the processes that the configurable process is composed of. The third module takes the untrained Bayesian Network file and the training data file as input and trains the network using the EM algorithm.

Figure 4. Architecture of the Activity recommender extension.

The output of this three modules is an input for the Activity recommender presented in the following section.

4.1 Implementation

The architecture of the solution consists of four elements as depicted in Figure 4. These elements are:

- Recommendation module – an element responsible for providing recommendations based on the given BN model and evidences. It executes the recommendations queries described in Section 3.
- SamIam inference library 6 – A library that allows for probabilistic reasoning that is used by the recommendation module. The probabilities of occurrence of elements in designed BPMN diagram are calculated by this element.

6 http://reasoning.cs.ucla.edu/samiam/
– Recommendation plugin – A user interface element, that presents the recommendations to the designer and allows to query the recommendation module.

– Shape Menu plugin – A plugin that is a set of icons that surround a selected block providing shortcuts for the most commonly used operations. In this case, a plugin allows to insert the recommended element just after the selected one (see Figure 5).

The Recommendation module and SamIam inference library were encapsulated into a webservice restlet to fit the Activity software architecture. Recommendation plugin and Shape Menu plugin have been implemented as a frontend plugins for Activity modeller. The communication between frontend and backend is based on the JSON exchange format.

![Activity Modeler](image)

**Figure 5.** An example of a recommendation process in Activity modeller

To better visualize this process of recommendation performed by the Activity recommender, lets assume that the previously trained Bayesian network was deployed into the Activity recommender system. When a designer queries the system for the recommendation, all the BPMN elements labels that were already placed by the designer into the model are treated as an evidence. The currently selected element is tarted as a reference element for which the forward recommendation should be performed. All the evidence are packaged into the JSON format and sent to the backend, where the recommendation module performs a query to the BN and returns the recommended elements back to the frontend. In the frontend the recommendation plugin and shape menu plugin present the recommendations to the designer and the process continues.

The following section describes a brief evaluation of the described solution on the simple use-case scenario.

4.2 Evaluation

The evaluation of the Activity recommender was performed on the simple model presented in Figure 2. The model was learnt from the configurable process presented in Figure 1 with an auxiliary modules described briefly at the beginning of this section.
The Figure 5 presents the beginning of the design process, when only two elements are inserted into the diagram: the Start of the project element and the And gateway. The Bayesian network representing this state was depicted in the Figure 3. If the user selects the node and presses the button depicted with a question mark icon that is located on the top bar of the modeller, the recommendation query will be sent to the recommendation module. The module will then perform forward recommendation starting from the element that was selected by the designer (in this case the And gateway). The results of the query are presented in the sidebar on the left side of the Activity modeller, and are also accessible through shape menu plugin, which is activated when the user hover the mouse over the element.

As presented in Figure 5, the recommendations are consistent with the probabilities calculated from the Bayesian network presented in Figure 3. It is worth noting, that although in the Bayesian network there exist four And gateways, the correct gateway was chosen for the recommendation reference point, thanks to the neighborhood scanning algorithm described in Section 3.

5 Summary and future work

In this paper we presented an implementation and evaluation of the structural recommendation module for BPMN diagrams. We integrated one of the most popular BPMN modeller called Ativity with our recommendation module providing practical tool for structural recommendation of BP models. We also presented an approach that supports matching the similar areas of two graphs that is based on the Levenshtein metric and neighbor scanning algorithm. The evaluation was presented on a simple use-case scenario that was part of the Prosecco project.

The future works assumes implementing remaining two recommendation modes that are: backward recommendation and autocompletion. It is also considered to compare the solution based on the Bayesian networks to the other approach that originates from phrase prediction algorithms [27].
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Abstract. BPMN is a de-facto standard with more than 70 commercial tools that currently support its use. However, its the semantic ambiguities jeopardize its implementation. We perform an ontological analysis of important constructs of BPMN like activities and events to highlight their implicit commitments.
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1 Introduction

Business process (BP) modelling concerns the analysis and representation of the activities by which companies coordinate their organisation and work, produce goods, interact with each others and customers. The goal is a common conceptual modelling language that can be easily understood to facilitate business communication. The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) \cite{9} is one of such BP languages and is a OMG standard with more than 70 commercial tools that currently supports its use\textsuperscript{3}. BPMN focuses on graphical constructs and lacks formal semantics. Thus, it presents conceptual ambiguities regarding the interpretation of its metamodel and the supporting software tools are not guarantee to interoperate. We use ontological analysis to dwell into the backbone elements of BPMN like activity and event. The goal is to investigate whether the standard is (possibly implicitly) committed to some (coherent) ontological perspective.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the state of the art about the analysis of BPMN. Section 3 looks at a BPMN process diagram to highlight some problematic issues. Sections 4 gives the ontological analysis of our target notions.

2 State of the art

The literature about BPMN focuses on three types of analysis: (i) the syntactic analysis, (ii) the behavioral analysis, and (iii) the ontological analysis. The syntactic analysis aims at defining the structural constraints that BPMN-models

\textsuperscript{3}This work is part of a larger study \cite{11} that will be presented at the International Conference on Formal Ontology in Information Systems (FOIS 2014). In this version we assume some familiarity with BPMN.
must satisfy. [4] presents the BPMNO meta-ontology implemented in OWL [7]. BPMNO allows reasoning with semantically annotated processes and it enriches BPMN with, e.g., temporal information. Similarly, [1] provides a BPMN ontology encoded in the WSML language [2]. The behavioral analysis looks at what can happen during the execution of a well-formed BPMN model like, e.g., the existence of deadlocks or livelocks [3]. This (static) analysis of a process model considers the semantics underlying the schema only for procedural information and is not relevant for our work in this paper. Finally, the ontological analysis focuses on the characterization of the primitives of the language. [8] discusses the OPAL reference framework and characterizes the specific kinds of activities or events present in a given model, but it lacks a characterization of the general difference between BPMN-activities and BPMN-events. [5] uses the ontology ABDESO to distinguishes actions from other events. The authors find quite a few ambiguous and redundant elements, as well as missing concepts in BPMN. Finally, [10] looks at the mutual relationship between BPMN and the Bunge-Wand-Weber (BWW) foundational ontology. The paper highlights some ontological shortcoming in the first release of the standard with respect to ontological completeness, construct overload, construct excess and construct redundancy.

In this paper we are interested in the ontological analysis of BPMN with the aim of clarifying how one can understand the notions of activity and event. We carry out our study in two ways: first by ontologically analyzing the information provided by the BPMN standard, and then by characterizing our findings on these concepts with the Dolce ontology [6]. We are not proposing an evaluation of BPMN with respect to an ontology; we rather use the ontology to find (possibly implicit) commitments of the standard, identify business related elements that the standard does not address, and to highlight the variety of interpretations that are consistent with these constraints.

3 Activities and Events in BPMN

The BPMN diagram in Fig. 1 represents a process with four participants: Purchaser, Service provider A, Service provider B and Service provider C. The process starts when the event type None in the Purchaser pool happens. This is followed by the execution of task Request Quotes which ends with the sending of a message to each service provider participant in the process. Once a service provider receives the message, it starts its own process consisting in sending a quote to the Purchaser. After this, the service provider process ends. When the Purchaser receives at least two quotes, it executes the Assess the Quotes task after which the process ends for the Purchaser provided the condition Sufficient reserve amount? is satisfied. Otherwise, the process is back to the Request Quotes and flows again.

The reason why some parts of the process are marked as activities and others as events is not immediately clear. In the diagram below, messages are exchanged between the process participants by using tasks of type Message send. However, in BPMN one could also use a Message as throw event (not showed in Figure
1), which models the sending of a message as well. The meanings of these two different constructs – that seem to model the same thing – is not immediately clear. The BPMN specification [9] provides little help in clarifying the distinction between activity and event. The BPMN Quick Guide\(^4\) states that “[...] an Event maps to a time point on a time line [while] a Task [activity] maps to a time interval”. This seems to mean that events are instantaneous while activities last in time, which implies that temporal atomicity is a discriminating property. Nevertheless, BPMN does not commit to a theory of temporal points or intervals, thus every reference to time remains vague. Another possibility is to understand activities and (at least some) events in terms of endogenous vs exogenous entities: the first are happenings controlled within the pool the latter are out of the control of the pool.

4 Ontological analysis of BPMN events and activities

Events and activities in BPMN are connected to other events and activities in the same (in a different) pool by solid (dashed) arrows; these arrows mark execution precedence and thus temporal dependences. This reveals the temporal nature of events and activities in BPMN. From the ontological viewpoint, we can classify them as (some type of) perdurants or occurrents, in the sense of entities that extend in time possibly by accumulating temporal parts. In the following we use the Dolce taxonomy of perdurants—mainly the concepts of Achievement, Accomplishment, State, and Event—to discuss and ontologically characterize the difference between Activities and Events, and between Catch- and Throw-events.

\(^4\)http://www.bpmn.org
While we find helpful to use a foundational ontology like DOLCE, we remark that the analysis could be based on other ontological systems provided they include a taxonomy of perdurants.

**Activities and tasks:** We have seen that BPMN activities are not instantaneous, thus they take time to execute. In addition, BPMN distinguishes between two types of activities: *tasks*, i.e., atomic activities and *sub-processes*, i.e., non-atomic activities. The relationship between *being instantaneous* and *being atomic* is not trivial given that a task can have a positive temporal extension.

In some ontological theory [12] it is assumed that perdurants extend in time by having different temporal slices at different times. This would rule out BPMN tasks because, by extending in time, they *necessarily* have (temporal) proper parts, where ‘necessity’ is here used in the ontological sense, namely tasks have temporal parts in all possible worlds. According to this perspective, a task like *Request Quotes* is necessarily *anti-atomic* and *anti-homeomeric*, i.e., all its instances have parts that do not belong to *Request Quotes*. The anti-homeomericity is evident for BPMN sub-processes, whose structure is explicitly included in the BPMN-model. However, it might be suggested that BPMN models the world at some *granularity*, in the sense that tasks are considered to be *atomic* in the context of the model even though they have temporal parts in the actual world. In this case, tasks could be *conceived as* atomic or non-atomic depending on the context, granularity, or perspective on the world. We talk in this case of conceptual modality, because the ontological status of tasks relies not on how they are, but rather on how they are conceived within a certain conceptual framework.

We observe also that the mereological sum of two instances of a task like *Send quote* is not an entity of the same type. This is consistent with the assumption that BPMN activities represent units of work with the purpose of achieving given business goals; they thus *culminate* with the achievement of the goal.

We can then conclude that by considering a strict ontological modality activities are anti-atomic and anti-cumulative, i.e., they can be mapped to DOLCE *accomplishments*. Vice versa, by assuming a conceptual modality, only sub-processes may be mapped to accomplishments. More generally tasks would be mapped to DOLCE *events*, i.e., as anti-cumulative types of perdurants with no commitment on atomicity and homeomericity.

**Catch events:** We saw that events are instantaneous, consequently they are temporally atomic, that is, they cannot extend over or throughout a temporal stretch. Catch events like the reception of a message, are in general exogenous, i.e., their happening is outside of the control of the pool they belong to or, at least, of the branch of the pool process at stake. In this perspective *None* start events could be understood as ‘the system is turned-on’. In addition, being culminating perdurants the catch events are anti-cumulative. Anti-cumulativity and atomicity characterize the subcategory of achievements in DOLCE.

The process of *Service Provider A* in Figure 1 cannot proceed unless a trigger is received, i.e., a message is received. Accordingly, if the system of this service provider is ‘turned-off’, the message will never be received. Thus, behind a catch
event there is the assumption that the process is waiting to be triggered, i.e.,
the system is on a receiving mode.

Differently from activities, these kinds of perdurants (e.g., waiting) are home-
omic—i.e., the temporal slices of waiting-instances (if any) are themselves
waiting instances—and cumulative—i.e., the mereological sum of two (immedi-
ately consecutive) waiting-instances is still a waiting-instance. Homeomorphic
and cumulative perdurants are called states in DOLCE. For example, Figure 1 in-
dicates that Service providers A, B and C are (by default) in a waiting status for
receiving messages. Thus, a catch event identifies (perhaps implicitly) a state
and it further indicates that the pool is committed towards a specific trigger to
occur.

However, on the same line of [10], one could consider catch events as state-
transitions. For example, the reception of messages can be understood by referr-
ing to two states: the state of ‘waiting for the message’ and the state of ‘message
received’, where the latter is the pre-condition for executing the successive task.
The trigger thus enacts a state transition and, in turn, the starting of the new
state enables the process to perform its subsequent tasks. In the case of None
catch (start, intermediate) the trigger that is holding the process is not spec-
ified. From our viewpoint, there are at least two possible views regarding the
semantics of this modelling construct. It might be a placeholder for the initial
temporal boundary of the process that in our example corresponds, as a logical
constraint, to ‘there are no parts of the process that precede the Request Quote
task’. In this case, the None catch bears no further ontological commitment. On
the other side, one can return to the idea of a (hidden) waiting state. The latter
case seems to be incompatible with the interpretation of the start event as ‘the
system is turned-on’.

Throw events: Similarly to catch events, throw events are instantaneous, then
temporally atomic, and anti-cumulative, i.e., in DOLCE they are classified as
achievements. Differently from catch events, throw events tend to be endogenous:
actions under the control of the pool they belong to. Note that differently from
tasks, which can be conceived as structured perdurants, although atomic under
a certain granularity, throw events are punctual, thus intrinsically unstructured.

Throw None end events can be understood as the achievement of the whole
process, and, in a fashion similar to start events, they can be interpreted either
as an ontologically neutral placeholder in the model, as a logical constraint, or
as an (ontologically committed) achievement. Note that the throw end events
marked with a specific trigger icon, like Message, Terminate, Signal and Error,
indicate an achievement as well but now the culmination point is qualified: the
triggers that are specified in these cases (message, signal, termination and error)
are amongst the participating entities of the achievement.

5The analysis of the causal dependencies among triggers, events and tasks could be
very informative.
5 Conclusions

We focused on the ontological analysis of the BPMN notions of activity (task) and event, and classified them within the DOLCE account of perdurant entities. The results are still preliminary and the hope is that it can help to reach a deeper understanding of the system; and to develop sound BPMN-driven ontologies. In the future, we shall expand this first analysis and develop a formalization capturing our results on BPMN.

Acknowledgements: This research is in part supported by the Gecko and Pro2Evo projects of the “Fabbrica del Futuro” (funding: MIUR).
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Abstract. Modern software often relies on the combination of several software modules that are developed independently. There are use cases where different software libraries from different programming languages are used, e.g., embedding DLL files in JAVA applications. Even more complex is the case when different programming paradigms are combined like within applications with database connections, for instance PHP and SQL.

Such a diversification of programming languages and modules in just one software application is becoming more and more important, as this leads to a combination of the strengths of different programming paradigms. But not always, the developers are experts in the different programming languages or even in different programming paradigms. So, it is desirable to provide easy to use interfaces that enable the integration of programs from different programming languages and offer access to different programming paradigms.

In this paper we introduce a connector architecture for two programming languages of different paradigms: JAVA as a representative of object oriented programming languages and PROLOG for logic programming. Our approach provides a fast, portable and easy to use communication layer between JAVA and PROLOG. The exchange of information is done via a textual term representation which can be used independently from a deployed PROLOG engine. The proposed connector architecture allows for Object Unification on the JAVA side.

We provide an exemplary connector for JAVA and SWI-PROLOG, a well-known PROLOG implementation.

Keywords. Multi-Paradigm Programming, Logic Programming, Prolog, Java.

1 Introduction

Business applications often are implemented with object oriented techniques. JAVA currently is one of the most used object oriented programming languages with rich libraries and a very active community. There are tools based on JAVA for writing complex rules, but these tools still come with flaws [10]. Logic programming languages like PROLOG are particular suitable to write rules more intuitively and declaratively, which helps in building, updating and testing complex structured sets of rules as we have successfully shown in the field of e-commerce in [9]. Because JAVA is the main programming language in most large-scale applications, it is desirable to connect JAVA with PROLOG for certain problem domains.
Many approaches have been proposed to make PROLOG available in JAVA, but in many cases there is no clear distinction between JAVA and PROLOG as they use PROLOG concepts like terms and atoms directly in JAVA. Our efforts are to keep PROLOG structures off from JAVA, but to enable in JAVA the use of existing PROLOG rules and facts. Therefore we propose a fast, portable and intuitive connector architecture between JAVA and PROLOG.

In our approach, objects can directly be used as PROLOG goals, without creating complex structures in JAVA that represent the terms in PROLOG. Member variables that are equal null in JAVA are translated into PROLOG variables. Those variables are unified by PROLOG when querying a JAVA object as a goal in PROLOG. The values, the variables are unified with, are set to the corresponding member variables of the JAVA objects. We call this mechanism Object Unification. Apart from using existing JAVA classes for Object Unification, we also provide in PROLOG a generator for JAVA classes. The instances of generated classes unify with terms initially passed to the generator.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we look at related work and compare those concepts with our own approach. Section 3 introduces the components of the proposed connector. We show the mechanics of the object term mapping in Section 3.1 and in Section 3.2 the parsing of PROLOG terms in JAVA. An exemplary interface for JAVA and SWI PROLOG completes the connector architecture in Section 3.3. After that, the workflow with our connector architecture is shown in Section 4 from two viewpoints: from JAVA and from PROLOG. In Section 5 we evaluate our approach and finally discuss future work in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Providing a smooth interaction mechanism for JAVA and PROLOG is a challenging problem that has been studied in several research papers of the last decade.

A well known and mature interface between JAVA and PROLOG is JPL [13]. To enable a fast communication JPL provides JAVA classes that represent directly the structures in PROLOG. This leads to much code for complex PROLOG term structures. Also, it requires that either the JAVA developer knows how to program PROLOG or the PROLOG developer knows how to code JAVA in order to build the necessary structures in JAVA via classes like Compound. Furthermore, it is limited to the use with SWI PROLOG, as it is shipped and created for just this single PROLOG implementation.

An interesting approach is INTERPROLOG [2] that uses the JAVA serialization mechanism in order to send serialized JAVA objects to PROLOG. These strings are analysed in PROLOG with definite clause grammars and a complex term structure is created which describes the serialized object. However, this generated object term structure is complex and contains a lot of class meta information that is not as natural for a PROLOG programmer as the textual term representations of objects in our approach.

The concepts of linguistic symbiosis have been used in [3, 6, 7] to define a suitable mapping. Methods in JAVA are mapped to queries in PROLOG. This differs from our approach, as we use JAVA objects for terms as well as for queries in PROLOG.

A customisable transformations of JAVA objects to PROLOG terms was introduced with JPC [4]. Instead of using annotations, as it is done in our approach to customise the
mapping, in JPC custom converter classes can be defined. These converters implement methods which define the translation between objects and terms. This causes in a lot of extra code and files as the user has to define the converter classes instead of just writing annotations to existing classes.

In [5] tuProlog, a PROLOG engine entirely written in JAVA, was integrated into JAVA programs by using JAVA annotations and generics. But other than in our approach, PROLOG rules and facts are written directly into the JAVA code within annotations. Querying rules and facts is done again by JAVA methods. The mapping of input and return to arguments of a goal in PROLOG is defined with annotations. In contrast to our attempt, this approach is strongly dependent on tuProlog and therefore not compatible to other PROLOG engines.

In [11], we have presented the framework PBR4J (PROLOG Business Rules for JAVA) that allows to request a given set of PROLOG rules from a JAVA application. To overcome the interoperability problems, a JAVA archive has been generated that contains methods to query the set of PROLOG rules. PBR4J uses XML Schema to describe the data exchange format. From the XML Schema description, we have generated JAVA classes for the JAVA archive. In our new approach the mapping information for JAVA objects and PROLOG terms is not saved to an intermediate, external layer. It is part of the JAVA class we want to map and though we can get rid of the XML Schema as used in PBR4J. Either the mapping is given indirectly by the structure of the class or directly by annotations. While PBR4J just provides with every JAR only a single PROLOG query, we are now able to use different goals depending on which variables are bound. PBR4J transmitted along with a request facts in form of a knowledge base. The result of the request was encapsulated in a result set. With our connector architecture we do not need any more wrapper classes for the knowledge base and the result set as it was with PBR4J. That means with our new connector we have to write less code in JAVA. We either assert facts from a file or persist objects with a JAVA method to the database of PROLOG.

3 A Connector for PROLOG and JAVA

The connector for PROLOG and JAVA is based on our work with mappings between objects in JAVA and terms in PROLOG. Before we discuss the individual parts of our connector, we recap briefly the highly customisable Object Term Mapping (OTM) which we have introduced in [12]. In addition to a simple, yet powerful default mapping for almost every class in JAVA, different mappings between objects and terms also easily can be defined. We call the mapping of an object to a PROLOG term Prolog-View on the given object. Multiple Prolog-Views for a single object can be defined. For this purpose, we only need three annotations in JAVA in a nested way as shown in Figure 1. Because JAVA does not support multiple annotations of the same type within a class until version 7, we use the annotation @PlViews to allow multiple @PlView annotations in a single given class. A @PlView is identified by viewId and consists of the following elements to customize the mapping of an object to a term. functor is used to change the target term’s functor. The list orderArgs changes the arguments order and the list ignoreArgs prevents member variables to be mapped as arguments of the target
term. The list modifyArgs consists of @Arg annotations which are used to modify the mapping of a single member variable of the object. The member variable is referenced by valueOf and the type in PROLOG can be modified with type. If the member variable is a class type that has @PlView annotations, a particular Prolog-View can be selected via the appropriate viewId. All in all, arbitrary complex nested term structures can be created by the mapping. The following example shows a Person class and two different Prolog-Views on Person:

```java
@PlViews({
    @PlView(viewId="personView1",
        ignoreArgs="id",
        modifyArgs=
            { @PlArg(valueOf="children", viewId="personView2") })
    @PlView(viewId="personView2", functor="child",
        orderArgs="givenName")
})
class Person {
    private int id;
    private String givenName;
    private String familyName;
    private Person[] children;
    // ... constructor / getter / setter
}
```

In the listing below instances of Person are given followed by the textual term representation under the default mapping and under the Prolog-View personView1:

```java
Person p1 = new Person(1, 'Homer', 'Simpson');
Person p2 = new Person(2, 'Bart', 'Simpson');
p1.setChildren(new Person[]{p2});

// default mapping of p1
"person(1,'Homer','Simpson',[person(2,'Bart','Simpson',[])])"
// mapping of p1 under the Prolog-View "personView1"
"person('Homer', 'Simpson', [child('Bart')])"
```

All the information needed for the creation of textual term representations are derived from the classes involved in the mapping. The default mapping uses the information of the classes structure itself. The customised mapping uses the information contained in the annotations @PlView.
3.1 Creating Textual Term Representations

We only need two classes in JAVA to request PROLOG as shown in Figure 2. The conversion as well as the parsing is implemented within the wrapper class OTT (Object-Term-Transformer). The class Query is used to start a call to PROLOG. An example for the usage of these classes is shown in Figure 3. The object o1 is destined to be unified in PROLOG. It has references to two other objects o2 and o3 which will lead to a nested term structure in PROLOG. When the instance query gets o1 passed to its constructor, query creates an instance of OTT, here ott1. For all the other references in o1 instances of OTT are created in a nested way, namely ott2 for o2 and ott3 for o3.

In order to create the textual term representation of o1, the instance query causes ott1 to call its toTerm() method that triggers a recursive call of toTerm() in all involved instances of OTT. In doing so, the first operation is to determine which fields have to be mapped. Dependent on the viewId of the requested Prolog-View or on the default mapping, an array of Field references is created that contains all the needed member variables for the particular view in the corresponding order. The information about the Fields is retrieved with help of the Reflection API in JAVA. The same way, additional information like PROLOG types and viewIds for particular member variables are saved within such arrays. As the information about a view of a class is solid and does not change with the instances, this field information is just created once and

---

Fig. 2: Classes for CAPJA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>OTT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-o1: OTT</td>
<td>-fields: Field[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-viewId: String</td>
<td>-fieldTypes: TermType[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-query(o1:object)</td>
<td>-termWrapper(o1:object)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-term(o1:object,viewId:String)</td>
<td>-getTerm(o1:object)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+init(): void</td>
<td>+term(o1:object)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+query(): void</td>
<td>+getTermCopy(o1:object)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+setValue(): boolean</td>
<td>+toTerm(o1:object)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+toString(): Object[]</td>
<td>+termId: String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+toTerm(viewId:String): String</td>
<td>+termId: String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+toTerm(type:TermType): String</td>
<td>+termId: String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: A Dependency Tree of OTT Objects
cached for further use. For the creation of the textual term representation the functor is determined either from a customised functor element of an @PlView annotation or from the class name in the default case. After that, the Field array is iterated and the string representation for its elements are created. The pattern of those strings depend on the PROLOG type that is defined for a member. If a member is a reference to another object, the toTerm() method for the reference is called recursively.

3.2 Parsing Textual Term Representations

After query has received a textual representation of the unified term from PROLOG, it is parsed to set the unified values to the member variables of the appropriate objects in JAVA. The parsing uses again the structure of the nested OTT objects as shown in Figure 3. The class OTT has the method fromTerm(String term). This method splits the passed string into functor and arguments. The string that contains all the arguments is split into single arguments. This is done under consideration of nested term structures. According to the previously generated Field array the arguments are parsed. This parsing happens in dependence on the defined PROLOG type of an argument. For instance, an atom either has single quotes around its value or, if the first character is lowercase, there are no quotes at all. If there is a quote detected, it is removed from the string before assigning it as a value for the appropriate member variable. Assignments for referenced objects in o1 are derived recursively by calling the fromTerm(String term) method of the appropriate instances of OTT, in our example ott2 and ott3.

3.3 The Interface for JAVA and SWI-PROLOG

Although the complete mapping process is located in JAVA, we still need an interface to the PROLOG implementation of choice in order to connect both programming languages. The open-source PROLOG implementation SWI-PROLOG [14] comes with the highly specialized, and for SWI optimized, JAVA interface JPL. We have implemented our own JAVA interface for SWI which is optimized for our mapping. Similar to JPL we use SWI’s Foreign Language Interface (FLI) and the JAVA Native Interface (JNI). The FLI is bundled with SWI and provides a native interface which can be used to extend SWI by further (meta-)predicates. The FLI also provides an interface for C and is therefore accessible for all other programming languages which have access to C libraries.

We have JAVA on one side and the C interface FLI on the other, so we need the glue to enable the communication between these two worlds. This is done by the JAVA Native Interface (JNI), which enables the usage of in C defined functions in JAVA. With the help of the JNI, we implemented a bridge between JAVA and the SWI-PROLOG system. As mentioned, we focus on the simple transmission of strings that represent terms in PROLOG. This differs from the interface JPL, as our interface does not need complex class structures in JAVA to represent terms in PROLOG. We simply send strings to PROLOG and receives strings from it. The transmitted strings already satisfy PROLOG’s syntax and thus can be converted directly into terms on the PROLOG side.

Via the FLI we provide backtracking if there are more solutions. This leads to a return that contains the next unified term in PROLOG. After sending from JAVA a string containing a goal with the logical variable X, our interface for SWI-PROLOG returns the
unified term as a string back to our JAVA application. The user on the JAVA side now can call backtrack() to send a backtrack command to SWI-PROLOG which returns the next solution.

4 Workflows

We start from two viewpoints: JAVA and PROLOG. Each viewpoint describes the development phase using our connector architecture.

From JAVA The default mapping enables the JAVA developer to use already existing JAVA classes in PROLOG as facts or as goals. If the default mapping of an object in JAVA does not provide a desired term structure in PROLOG, the textual term representation of the object can be altered by using the appropriate @PlView annotations. To unify an existing JAVA class the developer just has to wrap it within an instance of Query and call its method unify in order to call the class’ textual term representation as goal in PROLOG:

```java
Person p = new Person();
p.setId(1);
Query q = new Query(p, "personView1");
q.unify();
```

The example request to PROLOG above contains an instance p of the class Person from Section 3. Note, that the only value that is set for p is the id attribute. The other attributes are not initialized and therefore equal null. The class Query manages the call to PROLOG. The optional second parameter of the constructor of Query defines which Prolog-View is used for the object p. It is specified by the viewId element of a @PlView annotation, here personView1. When the method unify() is called the textual term representation is created. This is done either according to the default mapping or under the consideration of existing @PlView annotations that are defined for the class Person or any other referenced classes in Person. This string is already a valid term in PROLOG with arguments that represent the attributes of p and all referenced objects in p. The textual term representation has only arguments for attributes that are mapped as defined by the default mapping or by a referenced @PlView annotation. The textual term representation then is used as goal within the PROLOG query.

In the example above, most attributes of p are equal to null in JAVA. As null is a value that cannot be transformed into an appropriate type in PROLOG it has to be handled in a particular way. We consider null to be in PROLOG a (logical-)variable that is supposed to be unified. After sending a call to PROLOG containing null values, the resulting variables are possibly unified in PROLOG. The unified term is sent back as string and parsed in JAVA. Changes to the initial string sent from JAVA to PROLOG will be detected and set to the initial object by JAVA reflections, in our example to the instance p of Person. This means, those attributes that formerly have been equal to null are set to the values of the variables unified in PROLOG. The original object p now has been updated and represents the solution of the unification process in PROLOG.
An important feature of PROLOG is unknown to JAVA: the backtracking mechanism. The method unify just returns the first solution PROLOG provides. But via backtracking PROLOG is able to provide other unifiable solutions. These solutions can be retrieved with another method of Query that is called backtrack(). It sends a backtrack request to PROLOG in order to retrieve the next solution, if there is one. The same way a the solution is set to the original object via unify(), the solution via backtrack() is set to the variables of the original object in JAVA. As it is not sure that there even are other solutions, backtrack() returns a boolean in JAVA whether a solution was found by PROLOG or not.

Similar to JPL, we have implemented a third request: get all solutions of a goal in one call. This is called findall(), named after the built-in predicate in SWI PROLOG. This method returns an array of the requested objects, e.g. Person. As the method returns multiple objects with different values in their variables, we have to create for each solution a new object. So, when using this method the original object is not touched at all. Creating new objects for every solution is the reason why we need the unifiable objects to have a default constructor in JAVA.

Beside these basic methods for Object Unification there is a method for asserting JAVA objects to the PROLOG database. This method is called persist() and just takes the generated string representation of the PROLOG term and asserts it by using the assertz/1 predicate. After that method call the term representation of the appropriate object is available as fact in PROLOG.

**From PROLOG** Another viewpoint is the writing of PROLOG terms that are destined for the use in JAVA. In contrast to the previous viewpoint, there are no suitable JAVA classes yet within the current project. So, we show now how is easy it is to write PROLOG libraries that are accessible from JAVA by generated classes.

In [12] we have described a default and a customised mapping between JAVA objects and PROLOG terms. As long as no customisation is defined for a JAVA class via special annotations, a default mapping is applied which links a class to a certain term in PROLOG. With annotations in JAVA the user is able to customise the mapping. These annotations determine which of the member variables will be part of the term representation and which PROLOG type they will be (e.g. ATOM, COMPOUND, LIST). It is possible to define several different views on a class.

We also have introduced in [12] the PVN (Prolog-View-Notation) that can be used to define in PROLOG the mapping between JAVA objects and PROLOG terms. Expressions in PVN consist of two predicates: pl_view and pl_arg. The term pl_view describes a textual term representation of a JAVA class. The term pl_arg term in a PVN expression is used to define the mapping of the member variables.

A Rule in PROLOG can be made accessible from JAVA using the PVN to describe a rule’s head. From this PVN expression we generate JAVA classes with the appropriate @PlView annotations. For this purpose we have developed two predicates in PROLOG:

```prolog
create_class_from_pvn(?Pvn, ?Class)
create_annotation_from_pvn(?Pvn, ?Annotation)
```
Typically for PROLOG, both predicates can have the first or the second argument as input. The first predicate generates from a PVN expression source code for JAVA containing all necessary classes. These classes map directly to the terms in PROLOG from which we started from. The second predicate is used to generate the @FlView annotations.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate our approach we reimplemented the London Underground example as in [3]. We made two implementations, one with JPL and one with our connector. The structure of the London Underground is defined by connected/3 facts in PROLOG. Speaking of the undirected graph, representing the London Underground with stations as nodes and lines as edges, a connected fact describes in this context adjacent stations. The first and the second argument of a connected fact is a station. The third argument is the connecting line. We give some examples for connected facts:

```
connected(station(green_park), station(charing_cross), line(jubilee)).
connected(station(bond_street), station(green_park), line(jubilee)).
...
```

In our first implementation we use JPl in order to retrieve a station connected to a given station:

```
public class Line {
    public String name;
    public Term asTerm() {
        return new Compound("line", new Term[]{new Atom(name)});
    }
}
public class Station {
    public String name;
    public Station(String name) { this.name = name; }
    public Term asTerm() {
        return new Compound( "station", new Term[]{
            new Atom(name) });
    }
    public static Station create(Term stationTerm) {
        String name = ((Compound)stationTerm).arg(1).name();
        return new Station(name);
    }
    public Station connected(Line line) {
        String stationVarName = "Station";
        Term[] arguments = new Term[]{asTerm(),
            new Variable(stationVarName), line.asTerm() };
        Term goal = new Compound("connected", arguments);
        Query query = new Query(goal);
        Hashtable<String, Term> solution = query.oneSolution();
```
Station connectedStation = null;
if(solution != null) {
    Term connectedStationTerm = solution.get(stationVarName);
    connectedStation = create(connectedStationTerm);
    return connectedStation;
}

As one can see, the implementation with JPL leads to a lot of lines of code. In the method `connected` the complex term structure is created in order to query the predicate `connected`. The result handling is tedious again. With our approach we do not have to create any term structures in JAVA. Instead, we need to implement an extra class `Connected` representing the goal in PROLOG with the predicate `connected/3`:

```java
public class Connected {
    public Station stat1;
    public Station stat2;
    public Line line;
    public Connected() { }
    public Connected(Station stat1, Station stat2, Line line) {
        this.stat1 = stat1;
        this.stat2 = stat2;
        this.line = line;
    }
}
```

As the following table shows, our approach needs less lines of code to implement the London Underground example than the implementation with JPL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Station (w/o connected())</th>
<th>Connected</th>
<th>connected()</th>
<th>sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JPL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPJA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, lines of code do not say anything about the code’s complexity and information density. Our class `Connected` is very simple. It contains only member variables and two simple constructors whereas in JPL already the method `connected()` of the class `Station` is fairly complex.

With the data of the complete London Underground with 297 stations, 13 lines and 412 connections, we made 50,000 executions\(^1\) with both implementations. The result of the performance test is presented in the following table:

\(^1\) Core i5 2 x 2.4 GHz, 6 GB RAM, Ubuntu 14.04
### 6 Future Work

The presented interface in Section 3.3 has proven to be well applicable for SWI-PROLOG. However, our approach is not limited to this PROLOG implementation. We currently develop a standard interface based on pipes that is suitable for most PROLOG implementations and completes our generic approach. This way, we want to accomplish a portable solution that is independent from any PROLOG implementation.

In addition, we further want to reduce the necessary lines of code. In our current approach we use a wrapper class called `Query` for calling a PROLOG goal. Instead, we could have used an abstract superclass that is extended by the class of an object that is going to be mapped. This superclass manages the OTT objects that contain the logic behind the creation of the textual term representations and the parsing. Even the request control for `unify()`, `backtrack()` and `findall()` then is part of this superclass. Using the abstract superclass the request for PROLOG from JAVA in the Underground example in the lines 16, 17 can be reduced to a single line containing just the method call `connected.unify()` which additionally saves the initialisation of a `Query` object.

However, the approach with a superclass has a big drawback: we want to be able to use almost every class in JAVA for the Object Unification. This will not work for classes that already extend a class because JAVA does not support multiple inheritance.
yet. In JAVA 8 there is a new feature called Default Methods that allows to implement a method directly within a JAVA interface. Using this new feature we can implement all the needed functions as Default Methods in an interface. Because multiple JAVA interfaces can be implemented by a single class, we achieve with this new interface the same reduction in lines of code as with an abstract superclass. This way, we can avoid the multiple inheritance problem for classes.
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Abstract Mobile devices are valuable sources of information about their user location, physical and social activity, profiles and habits. Such an information can be used to build context-aware applications, that are able to adapt their functionality to user needs and preferences. A lot of research have been done in this field of science, providing multiple context-modelling approaches like rules, ontologies, probabilistic graphical models, etc. There were also several solutions developed that allow for efficient context-based reasoning. However, there is still lack of tools and research done in the area of context-awareness with respect to mobile environments. The solutions that were constructed for the desktop platforms cannot be directly migrated to the mobile systems, as the requirements and characteristics of this two environments are disjoint. In this paper we focus on migrating a lightweight rule-based inference engine to a mobile platform. We define the requirements that have to be fulfilled by the mobile reasoning system in order to be efficient and universal with respect to the variety of mobile operating systems available nowadays.

1 Introduction

Mobile devices such as smart phones or tablets have been becoming better in terms of hardware capabilities, including speed and storage. Moreover, they are equipped with number of sensors gathering a lot of environmental data about device and user context. This triggered an apparent need for complex application running on mobile platforms. In number of situations such platforms have become viable alternatives for classic ones, e.g. PC. Therefore, engineering of software on mobile platforms uses similar tools and techniques to regular software engineering. This also includes methods from the domain of knowledge engineering, since real-time processing of large numbers of data needed to program complex mobile applications requires intelligent techniques.

Rules, are one of the most important techniques in knowledge engineering. Rule-based tools, including rule engines are a first class citizen in number of intelligent software systems developed on PC platforms, server and cloud. Therefore, there has been a growing demand to use rule-based tools on mobile platforms. This turns out to be not a trivial issue. In fact classic rule engines are very hard to be ported, due to either of the source code base (e.g. CLIPS/Jess) or runtime requirements (e.g. Drools). This gives motivation to investigate opportunities to port or develop a mobile rule engine. In this
paper we present the results of such consideration and discuss a specific case study of the HeaRT [1] rule engine developed by us.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 related works is discussed along with the detailed motivation for our research. Then in Sect. 3 we specify requirements for porting an inference engine to a mobile environment. Based on them we discuss possible scenarios in Sect. 4. In Sec. 5 we focus on porting HeaRT to a mobile environment. The paper ends with the summary in Sect. 6.

2 Related works and motivation

In recent years, a lot of development was devoted to build applications that use mobile devices to monitor and analyze various user contexts.

The SocialCircuits platform [2] uses mobile phones to measure social ties between individuals, and uses long- and short-term surveys to measure the shifts in individual habits, opinions, health, and friendships influenced by these ties. Jung [3] focused on discovering social relationships between people. He proposed an interactive approach to build meaningful social networks by interacting with human experts, and applied the proposed system to discover the social networks between mobile users by collecting a dataset from about two millions of users. Given a certain social relation (e.g., isFatherOf), the system can evaluate a set of conditions (which are represented as propositional axioms) asserted from the human experts, and show them a social network resulted from data mining tools. Sociometric badge [4] has been designed to identify human activity patterns, analyze conversational prosody features and wirelessly communicate with radio base-stations and mobile phones. Sensor data from the badges has been used in various organizational contexts to automatically predict employee’s self-assessment of job satisfaction and quality of interactions. Eagle and Pentland [5] used mobile phone Bluetooth transceivers, phone communication logs and cellular tower identifiers to identify the social network structure, recognize social patterns in daily user activity, infer relationships, identify socially significant locations and model organizational rhythms.

Besides research projects, there exist also a variety of application that are used for gathering information about context from mobile devices, like SDCF [6], AWARE 1, JCAF [7], SCOUT [8], ContextDriod [9], Gimbal 2. These are mostly concerned with low-level context data acquisition from sensors, suitable fur further context identification. On the other hand, they do not provide support nor methodology for creating complex and customizable context-aware systems.

Although there is a lot of frameworks and middlewares developed for context-aware systems, they are usually limited to a specific domain and designed without taking into consideration mobile platforms. Examples include CoBrA [10] and SOUPA [11] for building smart meeting rooms, GAIA [12] for active spaces, Context Toolkit [13].

There is still space for research in a field of lightweight context modeling and context reasoning targeted at mobile devices. Some attempts were made to develop such

---

1 http://www.awareframework.com/
2 https://www.gimbal.com/
frameworks, like SOCAM [14], or Context Torrent [15]. There were also attempts to migrate existing rule engines to the mobile platforms. In our preliminary approach we investigated several candidates for the mobile reasoning engines, including: Jess\(^3\), Context Toolkit [13], ContextDroid [16] and Context Engine [17]. Although some of them were successfully migrated and launched on the Android device, none of these solutions fully supported the requirements that we believe are crucial for mobile computing with respect to the context-based reasoning (see Section 3).

Taking all the above into consideration, our primary motivation for the work presented in this paper was to:

- investigate possible scenarios for migrating existing rule-based engines to mobile platforms,
- define requirements that all the inference engines should meet in order to provide efficient, lightweight context-based reasoning on mobile platforms.

In our research we focused on the rule-based reasoners, because they are characterized by the high intelligibility [18] capabilities, which is a crucial factor in designing user-centric applications. Rule-based approach provides also very efficient reasoning, and intuitive modeling languages that help the end-user to understand the system and cooperate with it. The work presented in this paper is a continuation of our previous attempt of migration HeaRT rule-based engine to Android platform, which was successful only in a small fraction [19]. We managed to migrate rule-based reasoning engine to mobile platform, however the efficiency of this migrated version was far worse than the desktop one. Therefore, we decided to perform an extensive case study on the possible migration scenarios, which will allow us to define universal requirements for the mobile reasoning engine. The following section describes in details these, and shows which of them can be fulfilled by the existing solutions.

3 Requirements for mobile inference engine

Mobile devices are now dominated by Android and iOS operating systems. However to design a fully portable reasoning engines other systems should also be taken into consideration. The portability of the software between different mobile platforms is however not a trivial task. Therefore, to support the process of efficient migration of the inference engines to mobile environments, the following requirements were identified [20]:

- **Portability (R1)**. The inference engine should be portable and as independent of the operating system as possible.
- **Responsiveness (R2)**. The inference layer has to work under soft real-time constraints. Mobile environment is highly dynamic, and the inference layer should follow rapid changes of context in such an environment.
- **Resource limitation (R3)**. It should consume as least resources as possible to work transparently in the background.

\(^3\) http://www.jessrules.com
Privacy (R4). The reasoning service should not send any confidential data to the external servers, but perform all the reasoning locally.

Robustness (R5). It should work properly when the contextual data is incomplete or uncertain. This requirement is beyond the scope of this article and is just briefly described in the following paragraphs.

Intelligibility (R6). It should be able to explain its decision to the user, and thus improve intelligibility of the system.

Due to the development of programming languages which execution is performed by the virtual machines, it became possible to successfully migrate existing rule-based inference engines directly onto different mobile platforms. For example Java bytecode can be executed not only on Android operating system, which supports it natively, but also on iOS and other platforms that provides appropriate Java Virtual Machine implementations. This may give a misleading impression that the requirement (R1) could be easily fulfilled. Our research shown that this is not true, as the quality of the virtual machines is not always satisfactory and hence, although portability is possible it may indirectly affect fulfillment of other requirements. For instance, if the rule-based engine is written in a programming language that is not natively supported by the mobile platform, but depends on the virtual machine that allows executing it, the responsiveness (R2) of such system may be affected by the inefficient implementation of the virtual machine. What is more, depending on the complexity of the inference engine, such migration may not always fully succeed, especially if the inference engine is based on the technology that is not supported by the mobile implementation of the virtual machine (i.e. Hibernate for knowledge management in Drools and Context Toolkit). Some technologies even though possible to migrate to mobile platform, loses their efficiency, due to limited memory or CPU resources on the mobile device. Thus, the (R1) requirement should be achieved by choosing a programming language that is equally and efficiently supported by all the available mobile platforms. Currently to our knowledge there is such solution available.

Responsiveness (R2) of the system is usually affected by the efficiency of its implementation. Hence, this requirement is very tightly bound with (R3), which states that the mobile inference engine should consume as low CPU and memory resources as possible. Complex rule-based solutions like Drools or Context Toolkit although successfully launched on the Android mobile devices, were very inefficient as they depend on the parts of the JVM that is not supported by Dalvik Virtual Machine present in Android. The very important issue that tackles the problem of resource limitation is connected with energy consumption. Most of the sensors which are primary information providers about the environment, when turned on all the time, decrease the mobile device battery level very fast. This reflects on usability of the system and ecological aspects regarding energy saving. Currently most of the solutions (including these that were designed for mobile platforms like ContextEngine) rely on the built in mechanisms for sensor energy consumption.

Having in mind requirement (R3), the reasoning engines that make use of this information should be designed to best manage the tradeoff between high quality, accurate

information form the sensors and energy efficiency [21]. Such a design of a reasoning engine requires on the other hand a mechanism that could cope with uncertain and incomplete knowledge. This can be guaranteed by fulfilling the requirement (R5). It is strictly connected with the nature of the mobile environment. Although the mobile devices are currently equipped with a variety of sensors, the contextual data provided by them is not always complete nor certain. For instance the location provider will not work properly underground, where there is no access to the GPS or the Internet. Currently only a ContextDroid (former SWAN) tackles this issue by introducing expiration time and temporal reasoning.

Another requirement that indirectly is connected with energy efficiency and therefore tackles the requirement (R3) is privacy requirement (R4). To improve energy efficiency of the intelligent mobile system, the most time and energy consuming tasks could be performed externally by the reasoning server. This however requires from the users to agree to share their private contextual information with the service provider, which in some countries like European Union is regulated by the law and not easily accessible. What is more, most of the users do not want to send information about their location, activities, and other private data to external servers. Hence, the context reasoning should be performed locally by the mobile device. This requirement was also one of the first motivations for our attempts to migrating reasoning engines to a mobile devices so they could work as a local inference services for other applications. Although not explicitly stated, all of the existing engines rely on the local knowledge bases. Even Drools and ContextToolkit that allows storing knowledge in remote database can be adapted to use only local storage.

Requirement (R6) on the other hand is the main reason why we decided to use rule-based engines. Besides very efficient reasoning mechanisms, rule-based systems in most cases fulfill the (R6) requirement by the definition. Most of the existing solutions have an explanation mechanism, which allows to trace back the inference chain and therefore explain the user what was the causes, conclusions and actions that was taken based on the previous both. The Context Toolkit s the only solution that provides intelligibility support with a special module designed for this. However, our attempts at migrating it to the mobile environment failed due to the problems in parsing module of Context Toolkit.

4 Possible scenarios

One of the biggest challenges for the mobile software creators is the large variety of technologies used in the mobile operating systems. Due to the more tightly coupled runtime environment than the one met in the traditional desktop operating system, a programmer has a very narrow choice of programming tools and languages. To make things even worse, every one of the leading mobile platforms promotes its own ecosystem incompatible with any other. Therefore it is not surprising that the industry is constantly looking for the cross-platform solutions. This section will concern possible scenarios of the mobile inference engine development, taking into account issues mentioned in this paragraph.
In the rest of the article we will focus on the three most popular platforms, namely: Android, iOS and Windows Phone. Despite this, most of the article applies also to Firefox OS which supports only the web technologies. There exist also a few Linux based operating systems, supporting software written for the desktop platforms — many of them, like Sailfish OS, are trying to reuse the Android ecosystem.

Table 1. Technologies supported by the most popular mobile platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology / OS</th>
<th>Android</th>
<th>iOS</th>
<th>Windows Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JVM based</td>
<td>Native.</td>
<td>One-way interface only through non-standard Java Virtual Machines.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective-C</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Native.</td>
<td>None.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLR based</td>
<td>One-way interface through Mono.</td>
<td>One-way interface through Mono.</td>
<td>Native.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>New devices include V8 JavaScript engine.(^5)</td>
<td>JavaScriptCore(^6) support starting from iOS 7. Many independent solutions.</td>
<td>Includes proprietary JavaScript engine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lua</td>
<td>Many implementations, including LuaJIT.</td>
<td>Supported without JIT.</td>
<td>Supported without JIT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Supported technologies

Before presenting the proposed approaches, we will briefly summarize the mobile programming toolset available for the developers. Table 1. contains short summary of supported languages on different platforms. However, it needs some explanation carried out in the next three paragraphs.

Firstly, we should explain our choice of the technologies presented in the table. JVM, CLR and C-family were obvious choices as the native technologies on some platform — their use would simplify implementation at least on the one family of devices. On the other hand, JavaScript and Lua\(^7\) are presented because of their small and easily accessible runtimes, what makes them perfect candidates for the cross-platform embedded solutions. Lack of the JIT support for Lua means that we cannot use the LuaJIT\(^8\) —

\(^5\)https://code.google.com/p/v8/
\(^6\)http://trac.webkit.org/wiki/JavaScriptCore
\(^7\)http://www.lua.org
\(^8\)http://luajit.org
a very fast Lua implementation. There are of course other technologies missing from the table, but we were looking only for the tested and production ready implementations.

Secondly, "one-way interface support" means that we can build an application in the selected language, but the code written in it cannot be directly called within a native application. For example: programmer can write an entire application using Mono\(^9\) on iOS, but can not use library written in C# within native application.\(^{10}\) These inconveniences render Mono as not suitable for our purposes. JVM based languages share the same problem — necessity of running JVM on the system dramatically reduces its possibilities to reuse on the other platforms.

Finally, despite the shared support for the C-family languages, we cannot freely share code written in C/C++ between all these platforms. In fact there are many differences mainly due to different compilation toolchains and standard libraries included in the system — for example Android uses its own Bionic C standard library. Furthermore, while on iOS the C/C++ code can be freely mixed with Objective-C, both Android and Windows Phone need a foreign function interface to call the C functions from Dalvik/CLR virtual machines. Lately it became possible to compile Objective-C code into Android assembler, but it is a very immature project. To conclude, shared C codebase is possible, but we should not expect it will work on the all systems without any platform-dependent fixes.

4.2 Proposed solutions

Leaving aside for the moment technical differences between the mobile platforms we can distinguish different approaches to the cross-platform software development on the basis of the code base architecture, whether it is fully or only partly shared between supported platforms. Particularly there can be listed three border cases:

- **Separated code bases (S1)** — every platform has its own independent code base.
- **Shared code base (S2)** — all platforms share the same code base.
- **Hybrid approach (S3)** — there exist elements of project implemented especially (particularly API interface) for the different platforms, but we can also distinguish shared parts of code.

In this section we will confront all these approaches with technical characteristic of mobile operating systems presented in the previous section.

Foremost, according the the S1 approach, we can simply have separate code bases for every platform. In spite of the obvious disadvantages of this approach, which include larger support and development costs, this is a perfectly sane solution for the projects aiming mainly for the high quality implementation for the one selected platform and less supported ports for the other systems. Moreover, this way we can take advantage of the features characteristic for the different runtimes; in the context of the mobile libraries it has a great impact on the quality of API available for the programmers. Therefore this

\(^9\) [http://www.mono-project.com/Main_Page](http://www.mono-project.com/Main_Page)

\(^{10}\) It is not exactly true. Linking Mono code to the native iOS application is possible but troublesome and not production ready.
is a very popular approach used for so called Software Development Kits provided by such companies like Google or Facebook.

On the other hand, when we are interested in supporting possible many (maybe even not known in the beginning of the project) environments, the costs related to the code maintenance can be overwhelming. S2 seems to be an universal solution for these problems, however we must remember that there is always a trade-off between universality and expressiveness of the resulting code — programmer is forced to abstract from the platform dependent features. From the technical point of view there are two distinct methods to achieve the shared code base on mobile devices. In the first scenario we could use a technology support on every platform, we have interest in. Again, in the context of table 1 we could distinguish two possible cases presented below.

Low level approach (S2LL). Most modern operating systems support some kind of the low level interface to the C-family languages. C/C++ code base has many advantages — first of all it has a great performance and, secondly, it is very popular among programmers, so there should not be a problem with the reuse of the existing solutions and libraries. Unfortunately, as it was indicated before, there are also significant differences between the low level characteristics of the operating systems — they differ in used standard libraries and methods of the code calling from the native platform language. These differences eventually lead to the corner cases maintained by platform specific code contained in the conditionally compiled sections of project. Second, the more controversial disadvantage of the low level code is that is harder to maintain than its higher level counterparts. Due to the efficiency reasons, the low level approach is widely adapted by the game development industry. The most popular examples include cocos2d-x\textsuperscript{11} and Marmalade\textsuperscript{12} libraries.

High level approach (S2HL). Nowadays there can be observed the rapid growth of dynamic languages; particularly web technologies like JavaScript are regarded as a new kind of a portable assembler language. Thanks to the efficient, highly optimized and widely available runtime it recently became the most popular platform for the cross-platform applications. Lua is an other, less known language with similar features — lower popularity of this platform is compensated with more sane language characteristic and even smaller runtime, ported already to the most exotic hardware platforms. Unlike in C-family languages, there should be no need for the platform-dependent sections of code in project written using high level languages. Moreover, distribution of the dynamic code is much easier — it does not need the compilation step and can be distributed as plain text through the Internet. The main concern about high level approach regards its efficiency; dynamic code tends to be slower, however due to the rapid growth of the technology stack, the gap between low level and high level code successfully decreases. Given these facts, it should be not surprising that currently there appear more and more high level frameworks, which could be used to create the mobile applications from scratch (for example PhoneGap\textsuperscript{13} or Sencha Touch\textsuperscript{14}) including even more de-

\textsuperscript{11} http://www.cocos2d-x.org/
\textsuperscript{12} https://www.madewithmarmalade.com/
\textsuperscript{13} http://phonegap.com
\textsuperscript{14} http://www.sencha.com/products/touch
manding products like game engines (for example LÖVE\textsuperscript{15} and Loon\textsuperscript{16}, both written in Lua).

The second scenario concerns the more complicated compiling toolchain (S2CT) — precisely, before the deployment of the project, we could translate it into the native platform technology. This way we could work on the shared code base without worrying about differences between the platforms. Recently this approach receives a lot of attention — there are many technologies treating C or JavaScript as the portable assembler languages. Especially the latter, given its easy deployment on the web, is currently the compile target of the almost every popular programming language, including even the low level technologies. While making C or JavaScript our compile target does not differ much from using them as the project main language, in the most optimistic scenario we could translate the code base into different language depending on the target platform. This way we could maintain portability of the project and also benefit from native API on every supported platform at the same time. Remarkably, the Haxe\textsuperscript{17} language can be compiled into JavaScript, C++, C# and Java, trying to make this optimistic scenario possible.

Given the advantages of both S1 and S2 approaches, the hybrid approach simply combines them through the greater modularization of project. While the core black box part of the project can be written in the portable way, possibly using S2HL or S2LL methods, the interface layer should be interchangeable and written in regard to each supported platform separately. Consequently core of the project can truly abstract from platform dependent code (as in the optimistic cases of S2) and it is possible to make a high quality API for the end-users (as in S1). This approach is widely used by the so called wrappers — libraries written in the high level technology, which only wrap the low level library written already in C or other efficient technology. The proposed architecture of the inference engine implemented using the hybrid approach is presented in the figure 1, where the Platform Independent Runtime can mean low level machine programmable using C-family language or some kind of virtual machine destined to run the high level code, for example Lua interpreter or V8 JavaScript engine. The API part of the architecture should contain an query interface and methods to load rules from their plain representation.

5 HeaRT inference engine on mobile platforms

This section will focus on the case of porting the HeaRT inference engine [1] to the mobile platforms. HeaRT is a lightweight rule-based inference engine that uses XTT2\textsuperscript{22} notation for knowledge representation [23].

The first part of the section will briefly describe our efforts to port existing code to the Android ecosystem, which was believed to be a good platform for the "proof of concept" implementation. The second part will contain plans for the future work, based on the experience gained from the unsuccessful attempts and research results presented earlier in section 4.

\textsuperscript{15}https://love2d.org/\textsuperscript{16}https://www.loomsdk.com/\textsuperscript{17}http://haxe.org
5.1 Previous attempts

The original implementation of HeaRT was written in the Prolog language and was executed by SWI–Prolog, an open source ISO-compliant Prolog implementation\(^\text{18}\). Thanks to the Prolog metaprogramming and reasoning features it was easy to represent rules as simple logical clauses and querying could be expressed with standard Prolog queries. Therefore the first attempts to port the engine were focused mainly on possible ways of executing Prolog code on the mobile platforms, particularly Android as it was stated in previous paragraph. The detailed description of these efforts can be found in [19]. In the terminology of Section 4.2 all attempts presented below can be assigned to the S2 category.

First and conceptually the simplest attempt can be categorized as S2LL and consisted of porting the SWI–Prolog environment to the Android platform. Due to the source code written almost entirely in C it was hoped to succeed without breaking changes in the environment. Unfortunately, it could not be carried successfully mainly because of the two major issues:

– SWI–Prolog contains large parts of platform dependent code, dealing with the low level facilities like threading support, console interface, etc. Due to the lack of the libraries and different standard library on Android, migration of the SWI–Prolog must involve further refactoring and new conditionally compiled lines of code.

– The interface between Java and SWI–Prolog was found to be not satisfactory, particularly it was not clear, whether it would work with the Dalvik Java virtual machine.

Next attempt was supposed to leave aside issues connected with the low level character of the popular Prolog environments and was oriented on their pure Java counterparts (therefore it can be regarded as a S2HL type). Following the carefully carried research four possible candidates were proposed: tuProlog\(^\text{19}\), jekejeke Prolog\(^\text{20}\), Gnu

\(^\text{18}\) http://www.swi-prolog.org/
\(^\text{19}\) http://apice.unibo.it/xwiki/bin/view/Tuprolog/
Prolog for Java\textsuperscript{21} and jinniprolog\textsuperscript{22}. Despite their supposed ISO-compliance, none of them could be really regarded as a fully working Prolog environment. Nevertheless, after large refactoring of HeaRT source code we were finally able to run it using the tuProlog environment. Unfortunately, performance of this solution was unacceptable, clearly not satisfying the R2 and R3 requirements presented in Section 3.

The last used technique concerned translation of Prolog code into Java (therefore it was representative of the S2CT approach). Unfortunately, evaluated Prolog Café translator\textsuperscript{23}, in spite of efficiency, lacked many advanced features used broadly in the HeaRT code, explicitly it does not support mixing of the dynamic and static predicates. Furthermore, the text representation of HeaRT rules being itself a valid Prolog code, was also needed to be compiled to Java class, making the dynamic loading of the rules very inflexible.

To sum up the foregoing, Prolog proved to be too unpopular language to have adequate running environments on the mobile platforms. Consequently, all approaches of S2 type have to be preceded by the creation (or adaption) of efficient and portable Prolog environment. Due to related development cost, we have currently resigned from this approach.

5.2 Future plans

The current plans for the mobile HeaRT development were created according to the S3 approach. The inference elements of HeaRT will be rewritten in the Lua language — the main reasons of this choice are low development cost and large variety of compact and efficient runtimes on even very exotic hardware. The architecture of so called LuaHeaRT matches the one presented in Figure 1. There were identified three major drawbacks of the selected approach:

1. The source code must be completely rewritten into language with different paradigm and capabilities. The related costs are not negligible, but inevitable.
2. Text representation of the rules in HeaRT is also a Prolog code, therefore in original implementation the task of processing it was performed entirely by SWI–Prolog. In the new architecture this process will be divided into two parts: parsing realized by parser included in the API module and semantic analysis performed entirely by the inference engine. Thanks to the formal grammar of the rule format it will be possible to semi-automatically generate parsers for the different platforms.
3. In the desktop version of HeaRT queries are defined as the standard Prolog queries. For the sake of the new implementation we must specify new, possibly portable method of creating queries. The related code should be automatically generated (similarly to the grammar parser) and included in the API module. On the other hand the inference engine must contain some kind of low level query API, which could be the target of the human friendly representation of queries.

\textsuperscript{21}http://www.gnu.org/software/gnuprologjava/
\textsuperscript{22}http://code.google.com/p/jinniprolog/
\textsuperscript{23}https://code.google.com/p/prolog-cafe/
For the aforementioned reasons, there is no doubt that the portable implementation of HeaRT according to the S2 approach will involve the overall redesign of the desktop version. However, it is not entirely bad phenomenon, the end effects can be highly beneficial for the future development of the engine.

6 Summary

In recent years, a lot of development was devoted to build applications that make use of contextual information to behave in an intelligent way. Due to the evolution of mobile devices which became omnipresent in every human life, the context-aware application became also one of the primary focus of mobile system developers. However, mobile and desktop environments are different, and therefore migrating solutions between them is not a trivial task. In this paper we focused on the problem of migration of a rule engine to mobile platform.

We defined requirements that every mobile reasoning engine should fulfill to provide efficient reasoning solution. We confronted these requirements with an attempt to migrate Prolog-based rule engine HeaRT onto the mobile platform. Finally, we presented a study of different migration scenarios, and propose a solution that provides both efficiency, portability and allows for effective source code maintenance.
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Abstract. Building knowledge intensive Case-Based Reasoning applications requires tools that support this on-going process between domain experts and knowledge engineers. In this paper we will introduce how the open source tool myCBR ³ allows for flexible knowledge elicitation and formalisation form CBR and non CBR experts. We detail on myCBR ³’s versatile approach to similarity modelling and will give an overview of the Knowledge Engineering workbench, providing the tools for the modelling process. We underline our presentation with three case studies of knowledge modelling for technical diagnosis and recommendation systems using myCBR ³.

1 Introduction

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is a methodology introduced by Riesbeck and Schank [13] and Kolodner [8] who derived its basic principles from cognitive science. They describe how humans manage and reuse their experience described in episodes. Aamodt and Plaza [2] introduce a basic model for developing CBR applications. It consists of four processes: Retrieve, Reuse, Revise and Retain. The CBR process requires cases that consist of problem and solution description. Problem descriptions are usually attributes values describing a problematic or critical situation while the solution contains information on how to solve the given problem. In the retrieve phase, the attributes describing a problem are matched against cases in a case base. The best n cases are returned. In order to match a given situation these cases can be adapted (Reuse). In the revision phase, reused cases are verified before they are retained.

CBR systems always carry out the retrieve phase which is characterized by a similarity-based comparison of features, while the remaining phases can omitted. Richter [12] introduced to model of four knowledge containers describe the required knowledge within a CBR system:
Vocabulary defining the range of allowed values for attributes. For numeric values this is usually the value range (minimum, maximum) while for symbolic values this can be a list of values.

Similarity Measures defining the relationship between attribute values in form of a similarity assignment. Similarity measures can be formulas like the hamming distance for numeric values or reference tables for symbolic values.

Adaptation Knowledge is knowledge describing how cases can be adapted in the reuse step, often represented as rules.

Cases are instances describing situations that have happened and are worth capturing in order to be reused. They instantiate attributes describing the problematic situation as well as a solution description. Their degree of formalization can vary.

Developing CBR systems requires a systematic development of knowledge models by defining the requirements and building the models itself. myCBR is an open source tool targeting at developing customized knowledge models with an emphasis on vocabulary and similarity measure development. myCBR is an open-source similarity-based retrieval tool and software development kit (SDK). With myCBR Workbench you can model and test highly sophisticated, knowledge-intensive similarity measures in a powerful GUI and easily integrate them into your own applications using the myCBR SDK. Case-based product recommender systems are just one example of similarity-based retrieval applications.

In the remaining of this paper we will give an overview of other CBR tools and applications (section 2) as well as showcase the functionalities of myCBR (section 3). In section 4 we will show how myCBR has been applied in different CBR projects while the final section will sum up the paper and give an outlook on future work on the tool.

2 Related Research

Freely available CBR tools are for instance FreeCBR, jCOLIBRI or eXiT*CBR, which will be briefly discussed in this section. FreeCBR is a rather simple CBR engine, which allows the realization of basic CBR features. However, it does not cover features like case revision or retention and more individualized knowledge models, or comprehensive global and local similarity measures, are not applicable either. Further, it still requires quite some effort to apply it to a high variety of tasks. jCOLIBRI started from a task oriented framework also covering distributed reasoning, recently jCOLIBRI Studio for more comprehensive support of building CBR knowledge has been introduced. Up to today jCOLIBRI includes more machine learning and semantic web features while myCBR focused on the knowledge required in the knowledge containers.

4 http://www.mycbr-project.net
5 http://freecbr.sourceforge.net/
COLIBRI is another platform for developing Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) CBR software. COLIBRI’s main goal, opposed to myCBR 3, is to provide the infrastructure required to develop new CBR systems and its associated software components, rather than a CBR knowledge model. COLIBRI is designed to offer a collaborative environment. It is an open platform where users can contribute with different designs or components of CBR systems, which will be reused by other users. Subsequently many of the components available have been developed by third-party research groups and contributed to the platform to be shared with the community.

As a platform, COLIBRI offers a well-defined architecture for designing CBR systems. COLIBRI also provides a reference implementation of that architecture: the jCOLIBRI framework. jCOLIBRI is a white-box tool that permits system designers to have total control of the internal details of the software. The platform also includes graphical development tools to aid users in the development of CBR systems. These tools are enclosed in the COLIBRI Studio IDE and generate applications that use the components provided by jCOLIBRI.

Furthermore, creating individualized case representations and especially flexible similarity measures is the strength of myCBR 3. eXiT*CBR has also its roots in machine learning applications and is specialized for medical diagnosis tasks. It has recently been extended in order to cope with more than one case base. In comparison to myCBR 3, the ideas behind the methodology also differ, since we are focusing on the knowledge container model rather than the machine-learning-related tasks. The integration of Drools in an existing framework for executing rules on a given corpus has been introduced by Hanft et al. In this paper Drools has been integrated in an existing OSGi environment. The approach presented here required a more comprehensive customization since myCBR 3 was not embedded in OSGi and the requirements for the rules differed in terms of usable knowledge and modification of cases.

In industry, most prominent CBR tools or CBR related technologies are used by empolis in the on SMILA based Information Access Suite as well as by Verdande Technology in DrillEdge. The Information Access Suite has been applied in various help-desk scenario applications as well as in document management while DrillEdge focuses on predictive analytics in oil well drilling. Both companies run proprietary implementations based on academic software - CBR-Works and Creek respectively.

3 Knowledge Engineering in myCBR

myCBR 3 is an open-source similarity-based retrieval tool and software development kit (SDK) with myCBR 3 Workbench you can model and test highly sophisticated, knowledge-intensive similarity measures in a powerful GUI and easily integrate them into your own applications using the myCBR 3 SDK.
Case-based product recommender systems are just one example of similarity-based retrieval applications.

The myCBR 3 Workbench provides powerful GUIs for modelling knowledge-intensive similarity measures. The Workbench also provides task-oriented configurations for modelling your knowledge model, information extraction, and case base handling. Within the Workbench a similarity-based retrieval functionality is available for knowledge model testing. Editing a knowledge model is facilitated by the ability to use structured object-oriented case representations, including helpful taxonomy editors as well as case import via CSV files.

The myCBR 3 Software development Kit (SDK) offers a simple-to-use data model on which applications can easily be built. The retrieval process as well as the case loading, even from considerably large case bases, are fast and thus allow for seamless use in applications built on top of a myCBR 3 knowledge model.

Within myCBR 3 each attribute can have several similarity measures. This feature allows for experimenting and trying out different similarity measures to record variations. As you can select an appropriate similarity measure at runtime via the API, you can easily accommodate for different situations or different types of users.

The myCBR 3 Workbench is implemented as using the Rich Client Platform (RCP) of Eclipse and offers two different views to edit either knowledge models or case bases. In this section we will focus on the modelling view as shown in 1.

The conceptual idea behind the modelling view is that first a case structure is created, followed by the definition of the vocabulary and the creation of individual local similarity measures for each attribute description (e.g. CCM in 1) followed by the global similarity measure for a concept description (Car in 1).

The modelling view of the myCBR 3 Workbench (see figure 1) is showing the case structure (left), available similarity measures (left bottom) and their definition (center). Modelling the similarity in the Workbench takes place on the attribute level for local similarity measures and the concept level for global similarity measures.

3.1 Building a Vocabulary

The vocabulary in myCBR 3 consists of concepts and attributes. A concept description can contain one or more attribute descriptions as well as attributes referencing concepts, which allows the user creating object-oriented case representations. In the current version myCBR 3 also allows for the import of vocabulary items, e.g. concepts and attributes, from CSV files as well as from Linked (Open) Data (LOD) sources.

An attribute description can have one of the following data types: Double, Integer, String, Date and Symbol. When attributes are defined, the data types and value ranges are given with initial default values and can be set to the desired values in the GUI.
3.2 Building Similarity Measures

The Workbench provides graphically supported modelling of similarity functions that support their definition. As an attribute description can have more than one similarity measure experimenting with knowledge modelling approaches is facilitated. For numerical data it is providing predefined distance (or similarity) functions along with predefined similarity behaviour (constant, single step or polynomial similarity decrease). For symbolic values, *myCBR 3* Workbench provides table functions and taxonomy functions. A table function allows defining for each value pair the similarity value, while a taxonomy subsumes similarity values for subsets of values. Depending on the size of a vocabulary, table similarity measures are hard to maintain and taxonomies allow an easier overview. For symbolic values, also set similarities are provided in order to compare multiple value pairs. For each of the similarity measures, as well as for the global similarity measure(s) a specific, versatile editor GUI is provided.

4 Case Study

4.1 Creating Knowledge from Unstructured Documents

This approach has been developed in machine diagnosis based on experiential knowledge from engineers[4]. Most vehicle companies provide service after delivering their machines to customers. During the warranty period they are able
to collect data about how and when problems occurred. They take this data for improving vehicles in different ways: collected data can go back in the product development process, it can be used for improving diagnostic systems to repair them at dealerships or in the factory and also educating service technicians repairing vehicles abroad. This is extremely important if vehicles cannot easily be taken back to factory, e.g. services for aircrafts or trucks.

Such machine manufacturers collect information about machine problems that are submitted by technicians containing machine data, observations and sometimes further correspondence between an engineer or analyst with the technician at the machine. In the end, these discussions usually come up with a solution - however, the solution is normally neither highlighted nor formalized and the topics and details discussed highly depend on the technician and what the Customer Support asks for. That is the reason why cases that are stored for collecting Customer Support information can not directly be used for CBR. Therefore we will differentiate between Customer Support Cases (CS Cases) and CBR Cases. CS Cases contain original information collected during a discussion between Customer Support and the field technician, while a CBR Case contains only relevant information to execute a similarity based search on the cases. The CBR cases content represents each CS Case, but contains machine understandable information.

For building the vocabulary, we extracted all nouns and organized them in attribute values, which were directly imported into myCBR 3 and from there discussed with the experts. Especially the given taxonomies provided great feedback, because we were discussing both, the terms as well as their relationship. Further, the workbench provided great feedback in explaining CBR because the information the CBR engine uses gets visible. Experts can see local and global similarity measures as well as they can adjust weightings. After 4 sessions with the experts we had a status where the case formats and vocabulary was ready to be deployed in a prototype.

Throughout the project we kept using the workbench when refining case formats as well as similarity measure until the experts themselves started looking into the knowledge models themselves.

On the application’s backend, we used the myCBR 3 SDK to develop a web-based application that searches for similar customer cases after entering all available machine data and observations. Because of the modularity, we were able to deploy updated knowledge models smoothly into the application.

4.2 Knowledge Formalisation for Audio Engineering

A case study on creating a case-based workflow recommendation system for audio engineering support was performed in 2013 [15]. In this study the approach to formalise the special vocabulary used in audio engineering, consisting of vague descriptors for timbres, amounts and directions, was developed. The study introduced CBR as a methodology to amend the problem of formalising the vagueness of terms and the variance of emotions invoked by the same sound in different humans. It was further detailed that the researchers opted for the use of CBR
due to CBR’s ability to process fuzzy and incomplete queries and the ability to choose between grades of similarity of retrieved results to emulate the vagueness. The relations between timbres, amounts and effects, were modelled into the local similarity measures of the initial CBR knowledge model as they compose the overall problem description part of what was later used as a case in the resulting CBR engine.

A challenge during this case study was encountered in the form of the task of finding an optimal grade of abstraction for the frequency levels in audio engineering within the CBR knowledge model. This was of importance as in any knowledge formalisation task, one is facing the trade-off between an over engineered, too specific knowledge model and the danger of knowledge loss by employing too much abstraction e.g. choosing the abstraction levels too high. The challenge was met by the researchers by choosing two additional abstraction levels of frequency segments for the timbre descriptors.

The next knowledge modelling step consisted of determining the best value ranges for the numerical attributes which were to be integrated into the initial knowledge model. After discussing this approach with the domain experts, the researchers agreed to use two ways to represent amounts in the knowledge model. The first way used a percentage approach, ranging from 0 to 100% and the second way used a symbolic approach. The symbolic approach was chosen because the domain experts mentioned that from their experience the use of descriptors for amounts, such as ‘a slight bit’ or ‘a touch’ were by far more common in audio mixing sessions than a request like ‘make it 17% more airy’. So the researchers integrated, next to the simple and precise numerical approach, a taxonomy of amount descriptors into the initial knowledge model. The taxonomy was ordered based on the amount the symbol described, starting from the root, describing the highest amount down to the leaf symbols describing synonyms of smallest amounts.

The researchers used the myCBR 3 Workbench to swiftly transfer their initial elicited knowledge model into a structured CBR knowledge model. Figure 2 provides an insight in the modelling of the local similarity measure for timbre descriptors. The first figure shows the taxonomic modelling on the left and a section from the same similarity measure being modelled in a comparative symbolic table on the right.

Within myCBR 3 the researchers had the choice between a taxonomic and a comparative table approach. Considering the versatile use of taxonomies in structural CBR the researchers initially opted for the use of taxonomies. Yet regarding the complex similarity relationships between the elicited timbre descriptors the researchers also investigated whether a comparative table approach for modelling the similarities of the timbre descriptors. Experiments to establish the performance and accuracy of both approaches yielded no significant difference in the performance of the similarity measures but taxonomies were found to be more easily and intuitively elicited from the audio engineer experts.

After the initial knowledge model was created the researchers performed a number of retrieval experiments using the myCBR 3 built in retrieval test-
ing facilities. The goal of these tests was to refine the initial knowledge model, specifically the similarity measures for the timbre descriptors. Additionally, the researchers used the feedback from domain experts to streamline the case structure to the most important attributes. This streamlining was performed within a live system and the researchers were able to directly integrate the streamlined CBR engine into their Audio Advisor application thanks to myCBR 3’s flexible API.

4.3 Knowledge Formalisation for Hydrometallurgy Gold Ore Processing

In this case study a twofold approach to eliciting and formalising knowledge in the domain of hydrometallurgical processing of gold ore was researched. The study demonstrated processes of formalising hydrometallurgy experts knowledge into two different CBR knowledge models. The first knowledge model was then employed in the Auric Adviser workflow recommender software [17].

Based on the knowledge gathered from the domain experts the researchers created an initial knowledge model and distributed the knowledge into the 4 knowledge containers of CBR in the following way: The vocabulary consisted of 53 attributes, mainly describing the ore and mineralogical aspects of an ore deposit. With regard to the data types used, the researchers used 16 symbolic, 26 floating point, 6 boolean and 5 integer value attributes. The symbolic attributes described minerals and physical characteristics of minerals and gold particles, such as their distribution in a carrier mineral. Further symbols were elicited to describe the climate and additional contexts a mining operation can be located in, like for example the topography.

The cases were distinctive mainly with regard to the mineralogical context of the mined ore. Thus the researchers created 5 cases describing refractory
arsenopyritic ores, 5 describing free milling gold ores, 2 on silver rich ores, 6 cases on refractory ores containing iron sulphides, 4 on copper rich ores and one each on antimony sulphide rich ores, telluride ore and carbonaceous ore.

Fig. 3. Example of a similarity measure for the gold distribution within an ore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gold Content</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Content</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Content</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur Content</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride Content</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus Content</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenopyrite</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrite</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrrhotite</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetite</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrite</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrrhotite</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compute the similarity of a query, composed of prospective data, and a workflow case, the researchers modelled a series of similarity measures for which the researchers had the choice between comparative tables, taxonomies and integer or floating point functions. For their initial knowledge model the researchers mainly relied on comparative tables.

The study’s approach included the idea to model as much of the complex knowledge present in the domain of ore refinement into the similarity measures as possible. This was based on the assumption that the similarity based retrieval approach provided by the use of CBR would allow to capture and counter most of the vagueness still associated with the selection of the optimal process in the hydrometallurgical treatment of refractory ores domain. For example, it was possible to model into the similarity measures such facts as that the ore does not need any more treatment if it contains gold grains greater than 15 micro meters in diameter. Such facts are easy to integrate into the similarity measure and thus are operational (having an effect) in the knowledge model. The researchers deemed this capability of the similarity measures to capture and represent such ‘odd’ behaviours of the knowledge model very important. The study assumes also that these ‘odd’ facts or bits of knowledge are hard to capture by rules, and thus has ultimately kept another, rule-based approach of modelling the hydrometallurgical domain knowledge, IntelliGold, from succeeding on a broad scale.

For the global similarity measure of the cases the researchers used a weighted sum of the attributes local similarities. This allowed for the easy and obvious emphasise of important attributes, such as for example ‘Clay Present’, as the presence of clay forbids a selection of hydrometallurgical treatments. As the study mainly aiming for case retrieval, the need for adaptation knowledge was minor. Therefore the researchers did not formalised any adaption knowledge. The retrieval results achieved with the first knowledge model was described as satisfying in accuracy and applicability by domain experts.
5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented the approach to knowledge formalisation within myCBR 3. myCBR 3 emphasised the fact that myCBR 3 is a very versatile tool to create CBR knowledge models with a particular versatile suit of editors for similarity modelling. During the evaluations of the presented projects with the stakeholders, especially the domain experts found that the GUIs offered by myCBR 3 are intuitive, particularly with regard that they did not have prior knowledge of CBR and the required domain knowledge modeling techniques.

Furthermore, also based on experiences from the case studies, we demonstrated that myCBR 3 allows for on-going knowledge model improvement, even in a running application. This fact allows also for knowledge maintenance and refinement in live CBR applications and also enables developers to follow the rapid prototyping approach in their projects. As shown in previous a research cooperation with COLIBRI, as well as in a research cooperation on similarity of event sequences, myCBR 3 is particular versatile for similarity measure based knowledge modelling. Furthermore myCBR 3 is also easily extendable with regard to its SDK and API to cater for any kind of new similarity measures [13].

For future work we are currently reviewing prototype implementations of additional features for myCBR 3. These additional features comprise the ability of automatic extraction of vocabulary items and similarity measures from web community data, the incorporation of drools for the generation of adaption knowledge and the incorporation of case acquisition from databases. Furthermore we are currently finishing the work on the next release of myCBR 3, reaching version 3.1. We are also in the process of integrating a mobile version of myCBR 3, catering for the needs of android application, such as fast access to assets in a future version of myCBR 3 [16].
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Abstract. SBVR is a mature standard for capturing expressive business rules along with their semantics, and is especially useful in the communication with business people. SBVRwiki is a novel tool that allows for an effective use of the SBVR notation. This online collaborative solution allows for distributed and incremental rule authoring for business analytics and users. It supports creation of vocabularies, terms and rules in a transparent, user-friendly fashion. The tool provides visualization and evaluation mechanisms for created rules, and besides basic syntax highlighting and checking, it allows for logical analysis. As it is integrated with the Loki knowledge engineering platform, it allows for on-the-fly conversion of the SBVR rule base and vocabularies to Prolog. The Dokuwiki back-end provides storage and unlimited version control, as well as user authentication.

1 Introduction and Motivation

SBVR (Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules) [7] is a standard for capturing expressive business rules, commonly perceived as a useful tool in the communication between business analytics and business people. The set of vocabularies and rules described with the use of SBVR can be an important part of requirements specification from the software engineering methodologies.

An effective use of the SBVR notation is non-trivial, because it requires certain knowledge engineering skills. Thus, there is a need for software supporting business analytics in the rule acquisition process. Such software should allow for syntax checking, automatic hinting as well as preliminary evaluation of the resulting set of rules.

There are several SBVR-supporting tools like editors that support text-based creation of dictionaries and business rules providing syntax highlighting and suggestions; modelers that allow for generating models based on SBVR compliant documents; or tools that allow a user to import various models and transform them into the SBVR syntax. Considering their limitations of the existing tools supporting SBVR authoring, our motivation is to deliver a lightweight tool allowing for easy creation of the SBVR knowledge bases even for inexperienced users. We opt for a web-based solution that allows business users and analytics to collaborate using a familiar browser-based interface.

* The paper is supported from the Prosecco project funded by NCBR.
SBVRwiki uses the Dokuwiki\textsuperscript{1} back-end for storage, unlimited version control and user authentication. The tool supports identification and creation of vocabularies, terms and rules in a transparent, user friendly fashion. It also provides visualization and evaluation mechanisms for created rules.

Our tool is integrated with the Loki knowledge engineering platform \cite{5a,4b}, which is based on DokuWiki as well. This allows for on-the-fly conversion of the SBVR rule base and vocabularies to Prolog. Use of the Prolog-based representation also opens up possibilities of formalized analysis of SBVR rules.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the functional requirements for the wiki-based collaborative platform for knowledge engineering, especially for requirements analysis. Then, in Section 3 the SBVRwiki system is presented. Future work is summarized in the final Section 4.

2 Functional Requirements

Wikis are broadly used in various areas including distributed requirements analysis \cite{2a,3a}. They are chosen as they are easy to use, provide an efficient way for collaboration within a large group of people and their maintenance is almost costless. The drawbacks of using the Wiki systems in design process are lack of automatic analysis and conflicts detection as well as unstructured text in which documentation is written. Moreover, users can write requirements in the forms that are suitable for them. Thus, others can misinterpret the idea and this can result in useless time-consuming debates. The tool presented in this paper addresses both indicated issues. It combines simplicity of use with the SBVR standard that enforces structured specification.

Main functional requirements for an SBVR wiki-based system are as follows: 1) creation of a new SBVR project composed of vocabularies, facts, and rules using a set of predefined templates, 2) authoring of a project using structured vocabularies, with identified categories, 3) SBVR syntax verification and highlighting in text documents, as well as syntax hinting, 4) visualization of vocabularies and rules as UML class diagrams to boost the transparency of the knowledge base, 5) file export in the form of SBVR XMI, 6) integration with the existing PIWiki and BPWiki \cite{6a} platforms, 7) full support for the SBVR syntax, including at least binary facts, 8) constant assistance during the editing of the SBVR statements, including elimination of common errors, the use of undefined concepts, duplicated entries, etc. Using these requirements, a prototype implementation called SBVRwiki was developed \cite{8a}.

3 System Presentation

The development of the SBVR wiki was based on several implementation requirements, such as: the system should be an extension (plugin) to the DokuWiki platform by extending the capabilities of the native Dokuwiki editor; it should operate in parallel with the PIWiki and BPWiki extensions, and should not interfere with the operation of other add-ons installed on the platform.

\textsuperscript{1} A lightweight and open-source wiki engine, see: \url{www.dokuwiki.org}. 
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Dokuwiki offers several classes of plugins allowing for fine-grained processing of the wiki text. SBVRwiki implements two main plugin components:

- **SBVRwiki Action Plugin** - responsible for the file export in the XMI (XML) format. It also handles the user interface events and extends the built-in Dokuwiki editor with shortcuts for common SBVR constructs.

- **SBVRwiki Syntax Plugin** - used to enter SBVR expressions as wiki text using a special `<sbvr>` wiki markup. Using it a user can enter legal SBVR expressions and the plugin offers rich syntax highlighting. Moreover, vocabularies can be visualized with the dynamic translation to UML class diagrams that are rendered by the wiki using the PlantUML tool\(^2\), see Fig. 1.

There are several advantages of using a Wiki system as the implementation platform. As the SBVR expressions can be stored in separate wiki pages, the content can be simultaneously edited by a number of users. The Loki engine can select only the relevant parts of this knowledge on the fly, so the pages can contain not only the SBVR content, but also additional pieces of information, such as comments, figures, media attachments, and hypertext links to other resources in the wiki or on the Web.

For this tool presentation, we use a benchmark case of SBVR knowledge base, the classic EU Rent case\(^3\), provided as a part of the SBVR specification [7].

EU-Rent is a fictional international car rental company. Renters may be individuals or accredited members of corporate customers (a company or similar organization). In each country, EU-Rent offers broadly the same kinds of cars, ranging from “economy” to “premium” although the mix of car models varies between countries. Rental prices also vary from country to country. However, different models of offered cars are organized into groups, and all cars in a group are charged at the same rates within a country.

---

\(^2\) See: plantuml.sf.net.

\(^3\) You can browse the EU-Rent case using wiki on: http://home.agh.edu.pl/~kkutt/sbvrwiki-demo/. Credentials: demo/demo.
A car rental is a contract between EU-Rent and a renter, who is responsible for payment for the rental and any other costs associated with the rental (except those covered by insurance). A rental booking specifies: the car group required; the start and end dates/times of the rental; the EU-Rent branch from which the rental is to start.

During creating a new SBVR project, several steps have to be taken. However, this does not require much knowledge of the application because a user is supported by a set of built-in guiding wizards. Using SBVRwiki, a user should define concepts first, then write down facts, and finally rules can be authored. Concepts, facts and rules are stored in the separate Wiki namespaces. The Lexer module of the plugin detects the previously defined tokens which allows for proper syntax highlighting as well as for detecting the use of undefined concepts.

In the case of the EU-Rent example, a user can start from creating a dictionary. It is a set of terms grouped in categories. If a user wants to describe concepts such as additional driver or loyalty club, it is a possibility to write down the information about these terms, such as a source, a type or a definition. A user can also group them in category Customers. Finally, dictionary is saved and clearly formatted wiki page can be displayed (see Fig. 2).

The next step consists in creating the base of facts. A user can specify what dependencies exist between previously defined concepts. E.g. it can be specified that loyalty club includes club member; renter is club member; and renter is additional driver. When all such facts are described and saved, simple UML graphs are generated to visualize created database (see Fig. 3). In the last step, a user specifies rules providing constraints for modeled system. When saved, they are also clearly formatted and visualized in simple graphs form (see Fig. 4).
Fig. 3. EU Rent Facts Visualization

Fig. 4. EU Rent Rules Visualization
4 Future Work

Although the current version of SBVRwiki does not support all aspects of the SBVR standard, it implements enough of its elements to allow users to create complex models of business rules in Structured English. Its limitations are the lack of support for multi-argument facts, polymorphism or additional attributes for the expressions, dictionaries, facts and rules.

As the tool is implemented as a plugin for the DokuWiki system, it can be integrated with the BPWiki plugin [6]. This would allow for specification of systems including both business processes and rules. Moreover, the use of the Prolog-based representation in Loki opens up possibilities of formalized analysis of the SBVR rules. In future, the tool can be also extended to use the rule engine integrated with DokuWiki [1] for reasoning capabilities.

SBVRwiki has been recently used in the Prosecco4 research project as a tool for authoring the SBVR rules. One of the objectives of the project is the development of a system supporting management of SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) using business process and rules with well defined semantics. Thus, the tool was used to model vocabularies and rules identified in the SMEs participating in the project.
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